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A Lesson in Stone: Examining Patterns of Lithic Resource Use and
Craft-leaming in the Minas Basin Region of Nova Scot ia
By
Examiningt hc LaICWoodland (1500-450 BP)qu arry/work shop sitco f Davidson Covc.
located in the Min as Basin region of Nova Scotia. a sa mple of dc bitage and a co llec tion
of Slone implerncnts appear to provide correlates of the novice and raw material
produ ction practi ces. Many researchers have hypothesized that lithic materi als discovered
3t muitipies ites within ihe rcgion orig inated frorn thc Qutcrop al Davidson Covc.
however little information is available on lithic sourcing of the MInas Basin chcrts.
Considering the lack of archacological knowledge conce m ing lith ic procur em ent and
prod uction, pattcmsof resourcc use among the prehi stori c indigcno us pop ulations in this
region of Nova Scotia are established through the analysis of existingc ollections.B y
analysing the lithic materi als quarried and initiall y red uced at the quarr y/work shop with
othcrc ontcmporaneous ass emblagcs from the region. an intcrprct ation of craft-learning
can bes ituatcd in theov crall tcchnological organ iz3tiona nds ubsistcnce strategy for the
study area
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Cha pter I : In trodu ction
Thisthcsis is an analysis of lith ic material s from Late Woodl and (1500-450 BP)
sites in Nova Scotia . In particular. my research focuses on an outcro p of Scots Bay chert
located at the quarry/wor kshop sitc of Davidson Cove on the Bay of Fundy coast.M any
researchers have hypothes ized that lithic materials discovered at multiple sites within the
provin ce originated from this outcrop, however little inform ation is available on lithic
sourcingof thc Minas Basin cherts (OcaI 1989). By incorporating the study of lithic
materi als at thisquarry/work shop site with other sires in the rcgion . the result s can inform
ourunderstandingofprehistorictcchnological organization, resource use and mobilit y
durin g this time period and lead to bcttcr sourcin g of lithic material s.
My research focuses on three contemporaneou s sites from the Late Woodland
period. namely the quarry/workshop site at Davidson Cove (BhDc-2), the small camp- site
atC lamCovc (BhOc-5),a ndt hc habitntioo site at St. Croix (BkOw-5).No lo nly didth csc
sites provide a good temporal framew ork for a comparative study. but they were also
selected for their similarity in lithic assemblages. given that a highproportion ofS cots
Bay chert was seen in each. Although previou s fieldwork has been conducted in these
areas , only a basic understand ing of lithic exploitation and subs!stence patterns in the
Minas Basin is available. prov iding the groundwork for furthe r research tb ealGodfrey-
As a focus of my study, the quarry/work shop site at Davidso n Cove can prove
vital to the body of research concerning this type of site. Though little work has been
overw he lmed by thc amount of data in an assc mblagc. Howcvcr.jhe bene fits of studying
such sites can no longer bc ignored . Being a fixed location inthc landscape . quarry sites
likely held important socia l andcuitural mean ing to the groups travcling to these places
on a scusonal basis. Thus. as a start ing point. the charac ter istic s of Davidson Cove shaped
when and how lith ic material co uld he procured and transport ed. and event ually
abando nedato lhersi tcsaround thcregion
Fig ure t .1 Map of stud)' area. Note loca t ions of Davidson Cove , C lam Cove and St.
Croixsites.N()\!aSc(Jtia.Canada (www.rapid fi re . sc i.gsk .~ov/g.l lle ry )
Give n this, the primary goal of this thesis is to examine the relationship bctween
various known settlements in the region and the eco logica l and gcologicalresourccs. ln
doing so. I attempt to understand how this relationship affects a range of soc io-cultural
activi ties which relate to lithic production and procurement. By exa mining the lithic
material culture, in particular, we can hypo thesize how this resourcc influcnced daily life
in the LatcW oodl and period .
1.2 Ohjcctives and Or~an i 1.ationofThes is
Through address ing the primary goal of this thesis, I will answer the following
quest ions: I) due to its location in the landscape, how did thequ arry/workshop at
Davidson Cove influence regional subsistc ncc pancm s'l: 2) By examining the lithic
material culture present, what can be said regarding soc ietal choice sco ncerning
procurement and utilization of Scots Bay chert during this time pcriod? With these
questions inmind, thist hesis has beeno rganized into sixc hapters
In this first chapter, I have introd uced my primary research questions and the
goals I hope to achieve through this thesis . The remainder of this chapterwill providean
historical overview of researc h conducted at quarry and workshop sites. Chapter two
examines the various theories I will be employing as part of my research, namely the
theory of technological organ ization, and a dialogue regardin g prehistoric craft-learning
and the novicc. In chapter two. I also review the literature on lithic analysis and describe
the laboratory methods used for the analysis of flaked stone too ls and the debitage
produced from their reduction . Chapter three describes the geo logica l context of the
MinasB asin with ap articular focus ont he ScotsB aym aterials. ln chapter four. I discuss
previous fieldwork. archaeo!ogicalco ntext and artifacts from Late Woodland sites in the
Minas Basin region which are contemporaneous to Davidson Cove . l aIso focus on the
other possible locations the may have acted as quarry sites. sites where the Scots Bay
materi al was transported and site formation . Chapter five will present the results of
laboratory analyses of lithic stone tools, identi fying the types 0 f artifacts preseru,
presenting a detailed analys is of debitage, and discussing materia l types. terminatio n
points and striking platforms.
Thein fonn ation gleaned from the analysis of lithic materials from the Davidson
Cove, St. Croix and Clam Cove sites are reiterated in chapter six. providing discussion on
how these sites can offer a better understanding of resource use, site function and
subsistence patterns among the prehistoric groups of the Late Wood landpcriodofNova
Scotia. I will also discuss how the results presented in chapter six relate to fluid ideas
regarding socio-cultural aspects of knowledge, learning, and ult imately, survival, Chapter
six will close with someconciudingthoughts regarding the primary goals of this study
and future directions for lithic studies within Nova Sco tia and the Maritirne region as a
1.3 lIi stor y ofResea rch a t Qu a r ries and\Vor kshops
Why arc quarry sites often ignored? Thi s is a question that many lithic analysts
have pondered for decades . Usually. it is the large amount of debitagc present on quarry
and workshop sites which has been cited as the culpri t for this gap in lithic studies.
However, it would seem intuitive or logical that this initi al point in the stone too l
produ ction sequence wou ld be informa tive. especiall y given the amo unt of tprod uction-
waste ' present on-site. It can be further argued that the com plexitiesa nd dynamic s of
prehistori c choices can be ex trapolated by ex ploring the proce d ures 0 fex ploi ting and
manu faceuring stonetool s.Th e benefit s of overcomin gthis ob staclewould bequite
valuable. Narrowing down and drawi ng on a large assemblage of artifac ts can prove
daunt ing andtime-consumin g,butlhese investigations would unarguably pro fit the field
as a whole . Nonethele ss. this aspect of archaeo logy is oft cn ncglcctedi no ur
investi gations.
Although conside red to be an important aspccto f prehistoric stud ies. research
co nducted on quarry and work shop sites in North America has been minim al at best.
Primaril y, inve stigatio ns have traditionally focused on use-wear analysis and replic atinn
(Keely 1980) as well as lithic reduction sequence studies , use and discard (Ca llaha n
1979;lI ayden 1979). Until recently. few studies had focused on broader issues related to
lithic sourcing and mobiliry tbamf ortb ZOO6; Ilryan and Gru hn ZOO7; Burke Z007; Evans
el aI. ZOO7; lIalch and Miller I985; Jeske 1989; Luedtke 1979). Con siderin g these. I will
provid e a brief summary of the past research condu cted by Holmes ( I894; 1897) , in
which many of these studies are grounded and co ntinue by highli ghtin go ther examples
of research in North Americ a which have moved the analysis of quarr y and worksh op
sites in a more co mprehensive direct ion .
W.H. Holm es (l 894 )w as one of the first andmostinfluential contribut ors to the
study of lithic quarries . Th e vario us themes that Holm es present s co nce min g this top ic
can be considered as the underpinnings of lithic analysis as they rclate to the study of
quarr yand workshop sitcs. A geo logist by trade, Holmcs dcmon strutcd a deep
understandin g of how the availability of raw mater ials in the Iandscape factored into the
life ways ofp rehistoric culture s.flis work inth e eastem Unitcd States. largely in the
District of Colombia. out lined many of the quarrying procedures cmployed ,recognizing
the reductive propc rtiesofstone.
Holmes (1897) notes in Stone lmplements of the Potomac-Chesapeake Tidewater
Province that manufacturing processes wou ld have occurred in multipic stages. and
separates thc various processcs of cxploitation and production. Hc not only discusses thc
differences between these processes but also alludes to various techn iqucsforprocuring
raw material s, recog nizing that various strategies would be employed given thcdiverse
environments whcrc stonc is obtainable. His carly contributions to thefieldof
archaeology. and to lithic studies as whole, have created a space for furt her conversations
on the differences between workshop and quarry sites. More recently. the ideas presented
by Holmes have led to more inclusive discussions regarding how thesebehaviours fit into
other economic and subsistence strategies. BothBl ack (2004 ) andBurke (2007) have
attempted to view the quarry as a dynamic aspect of the organization ofa soc iety,
discussing the implications of such activities within ac omplcx life-system.
Black' s (2004) work in the Quodd y region of New Brunswiek highlighls the
delicate balance that archaeologists must strike when investigating a region as a whole
and the processes he refers to under the umbrella term of "human ecologyv. Aftcr all.us
he states. prehi storic cultures and their interaction with the surrounding environment are
interconnected . each choice affecting the other (Black 2004: 1). In terms of quarrying. the
summary provided charac terizes the complexity and importancc ofn ot on ly utilizing the
resources available in the Bliss Islands, but also demon strated the diversity of artifacts
which began 10 typ ify this group of people over lime (Black 2004 :14 1-144).Allh ough
lithic analysis was a small part of his thesis. the holistic approach toward humaneco logy
places the impo rtance of lithic lcchnologyin a larger context.
LikeB lack ,B urkc(2007) allcmptstorcprcscnl quarry inga ndl echno logyin a
larger socio -eco nomic context. As discussed by Burke (2007:64),th c vario us factors that
inform our understandin g of the exploitation of Iiihie source arcas were heavily
influen ced by sociocultur al, idcational,politi cal. technolo gicala nd environmcntal
aspects, These variables create a cornplcx picture of prehistoric life ways by
demo nstratin g how raw material resource s were important, and further strengthen the
argument for more holistic approac hes. By not only considering thc initial stages of
quarrying and processing , we can learn how these choices relatc to settlementpattcm s,
subsistence and the overall structureo f asoc iety.
Given the role of a quarry andlorwor kshop site in the landscape. our
understandin g of lithic production and the varying ways in which it affects u socic ty can
only increase. However,h indrances appear in thc fonn of al ack of standardized
language, an overw helming amount of nondescript lithic materials• and ascr ious lack of
any sorlOfe lhnographicev idcncc (Purdy I98 1;Fl cnniken I984). Thcrefore , quarry and
workshop sites present an interesting challenge to the archacologist, promoting
investigations which examine why these sites were chosen, why material might have
been discarded and how these fixed features influenced exchange and social organization
(Ericson 1984:2). It is apparent that these aspects of lithic procure ment can provide
researcher s with a practical means to discuss lithic manufacturin g and the uses of stone
tools while discussing the various factors which influence these choices.
Chapter 2: Theory and Method in Lithic Procure ment Practices
" lVe want 10 understand what em'ironment past people lived in and howthey
exploited and adapted to the possibilities and limits of the environmelll./t off eredth em
both possibilit ies and limits. Human culture is, ill part, the human response 10 those
challenges " (Kooyman 2(}()():2).
The abovequoteprovides a simple summary ofwh ate cological archaeologists
hopc to acco mplish by conductin g research: that is. rclating thci rwork to a larger
environment al picture . By understandin g how this pictu re is infonned by the various
cultural proces ses that occur in a soc iety. our view ofland and resource use can be further
supplcmcnled. The use of varied mcdiums loc rcate useful fonns( i.e.• stone tools,
pottery) and the manipulation of the surrounding environment are informedby
interrelated processe s which influence dec isions, Thus, each environmentprovidcsncw
and excit ing possibi lities for individuals to create and intcruct with their material world.
Having the ability to exp lore the dynamic culture history of'indigenouspeo plcs through
the usc of material culture and app licable theory is the backbone of archaeological
Investigation into the cognitive behaviours of past indigenou s Ii fe-ways is of
particular interest 10 archaeologists. Increased focus in this area ovcr the past two decades
has led 10 the creation of spccific theoret ical models designed to allow interpret ation of
these behaviours. Amon g them, technological organization is uscd to understand the
complex relatio nship between know ledge and behaviou r and how it is reflected in the
various stages of the technological process. As a means of understanding these
behaviours , it is also import ant to reflect on how past individual s cameto understand
where and how to explo it resource s.
The following section discusses the theories oftcchnological organization and
craft -learnin g. examining their implications for the field of lithic studies. It is clear that
the use of lithic materials not only affects subsistence. but also plays a critic al role in the
fabric of indigenous cul tures. serving to transmit this knowledge from genera tion to
generation.
2.3 Technologlcat Org an lzation
As a theoretica l approac h,tec hnologica l organization is used to discuss thc act of
manufacturing and using stone tools as a response to broader socia I and eco nomic
variables (Leblanc 2000: 23). Tbc most popular usc of technological organization has
been to exa mine a particular aspect of lithic technology (i.e.• cores, debitagc) to explain
overarchingbchaviouralc hoices rathcr thantakinga moreho listicapproach,w hich
considers the entire life of a stone tool. thus providi ng a rnore dynamic view of
technological approaches to organizationa l strategies (Burke 2(x)():297) .
Many factors may affec t the techno logical organization ofa site or region.
including availability of raw material s and mobility. Sornercsearchers believe that when
considering settlement pattems and subsistence strategies. availability of raw materials is
a key factor for interpreting techno logical organization (Andrefsky 1994:23). By
Binford was a means of understanding the act of curation as aco ntinuation of
subsistence-set tleme nt strategies. Curatio n. as defined by Binford (1979). invo lved the
conservation of mate rials through efficiency in highly mobile hunter-gatherer groups.
highlighting the importance of what Bamforth (1986:39) refers 10 as "specia l-purpose
task groups" . Th ese task groups were each responsible for thee fficiency of thc huntcr-
gatherer groups; organizin g the exploitation ofa multitude ofav ailable resources which
would subsequently be transported back and consumed by the larger seu lement. Th is type
ofg roupcfficiency isw hat Binford( 1979. 1980)re ferrcdto asc uration, arguing that
tools would be made in respo nse to the spec ific tasks at hand. thereforebe ing lcss
On the other hand. curation as described by Torrence ( 1983) relates this aspect of
technological orga nization to what she referred to as "t ime-siressv and the ncccssi ty tu
produce lithic tools well in advance of usc (Bamforth 1986:39). As such, time-stress can
be best understood as a response to risk management. At its most basic level. it
dcmo nstratest hen eedforhunter-gathercr groupstooftenpe rfonnmutually exclusive
tasks at the same time. Th is can often crea te a conflict within the group and as Bamforth
argues (I 986:39).cmphasizeslh crc alilylh al "no one cand o everylhing at once."
For Bamforth (1986), technological organization as proposed byT orrence (1983)
and Binford (1979), does not account for the full spectrumofactivities undertaken hy
indigenous groups. One of the key aspects that Bamforth (1986:40) stresses is that in
order to fully comprehend the concept of technological organization. fhe rescarchcr must
also understand the unde rlying environmentally detennin isticfactors that dic tate when.
where and how lithic materials are exploited. As a resource, lithics must be considcrcd ln
a similar and equally importa nt way to any other resource that was essential to survival.
In this way. understanding the location and availabi lity of lithic rnaterials as they related
to settlemcnt pattcrns will enhance our understanding of curation and technological
organization (Bamforth 1986:40),
In this sense, the act of procuring and manufacturing lithic tools can be vicwcd us
one of thc most important activities undertaken by some huntcr-gathcrer societics. Fixcd
geological features in the landscape strongly influenced scttlcrncnt patterns; however. the
situation becomes further com plicated when considering othcre ssential resources inan
area. It is clear that settlement patterns ultimately could not have beend etennin cdb yth e
lithic outcro ps in the area alone. but by the distrib ution ofa number of different
Considcring this. technological organization attempts to expiain past modes of
behaviour in relation not only to environmental ccndit ions and coustmints, but as a means
to exp licatc thc social needs of any given society. The Minas Basin. in some senses,
provides an ideal enviro nment for the Late Woodland settlements located in this regionof
Nova Scotia. The proximity of these settlements to outcrops and waterways, especia lly
the Minas Basin itself,w ould have provided access to an abundancc of resources afforded
byS colsB ay.B caringin mindl hei mportance of mobilit yinthel andscapc,th cth eory of
technological organization can provide a framewor k for considering the diverse strategies
2.4 Li thic Ana lys is and the Fl ak ed Stone Too l
preserved on archaeo logica l sites . Being able to withstand various environmental and
human impacts, these artifacts represent one of the main windows into the study of
prehistoric life ways (Andresky 2005:1). Throughout the history 0 far chacological
research. jhc study of lithics has experienced several transformations as researchers have
expanded their understandi ng of the importance of analysing stonco Over the past one
hundred years , our knowledge of lithics has only increased to includ e using replication
sludies lo understand lhe mechanicsof production, identifyingmorphologicalc hanges
through lithic rcduction sequence studies and rcfitti ng tools/blanks or debitage to
In terms of defin itions, the study of llaked stone tools and the wastec reatcdfro m
their production has lacked a uniform taxonomy. Explaining the attributes ofd etached
pieces of lithies is one of the most challenging aspects of lithic studies. Df thcse.rh e
simple term "fl uke" has caused much of the confusion and, asa resuIt,h as garnered a
great deal of attention from lithic analysts. Most believe their analytical valuc has not
bccnf ully rcalizcd bymost rcscarchcrs (Shott I994:70). Thc usc of thc tcrm "flake'I was
likely drawn from the work of Holmes (1894). one of the first archaeolog ists who used
the exp ressioni n an attempt to explaint hep rocesses of stone too lp roduction.
As a researcher. Holmes' ( 1894) interests ranged from the quarryingpro cess
through to the final stages of production. By discussing these processes . he was able to
create a sequence model diagram in which he distinguishcd between the methods for
exploiting and procuring lithic materials while stressing the differcnces between
percussion and pressure flaking, and documenting the result ing stone tools created by
each technique (Holmes 1894:128). His understand ing of morphological differcnccs
contributcda great dealtothe fie ldof lithic analysisa nd is stillvcry much discusscd
today
Although the work of lIolmcs (1894) resulted in ground-brceking rcscarch in thc
ficld of archacology, researchers werec onccrncd with still understanding the details of
t1akcd stonet oolp roductio n.Sin cc al ack ofr elcvant cthnographic cvidence cxisted.
attempting to comprehend the mechanics of stone-tool production required thc
developmcnt ofr eplication studies. These studies were most notably conducted by
Franco is Bordes and DonaldE .C rabtrcedurin g lhc I950 s and I960 s. Conceming thcir
co ntributions, F1ennikcn( 1984 :190)a rgues that."C rabtrcc was the first rcplicator of
flaked stone tool technologies, and his contributions to tlint -knapping were so immense it
is impossible to discuss them even briefly" . As a rcsulto f Crabtrec 's work.replic ation
studies have been applied in numerous ways to increase our know ledge of stone tool
morphologies.
The information gained from these studies has shown that the act of ni ntknapping
can result in variation as a result of tcchnologica l choice, adapting manufacturing
procedures to the lithic materials selected and not as a mere stylistic choice. Although a
flintknappe r might have a speci fic design in mind, the abili ty to executei teffec tively
relies heavily on the so-ca lled ' workability' of the stone used and the flintknappcrs' skill.
The reductive prope rties of such material can present different challengest o craft-
workers than other mediums, as the ability to rework the objec t might be limited. The
result may be discarded when it is no longer possible to suitably alter the piece
Repl ication studiesh ave alsob eenu seful int ypologicali nterpretation, showing
slight differences between flaked stone tools as the end result of reuse and reshaping.
Reshaping, in this sense, can be defined as "modifications that rnay occur in an artifact' s
fonn over its use-life, from its pristine state at manufacture through to eventual discard or
loss" (Ellis 2004 :209) . What were once thought 10 be typologically different artifacts
have the potential to be connected by including simple maintenance as part of the life
history of an artifact.
Another popular approach to lithic analyses is the use of refitting. Refitting can be
seen as the reconstruction of manufacturing sequences through the refin ing of debitage
that has not experie nced any further retouch work (Sellet 1993:109 ). Utilizing refitting as
an analytical techniqu e can prove difficult . For exa mple, in applying it to a collection, the
act of rcfitting artifacts can be ext remely time consuming given the large amounts of
dcbitagclhat may cxisto na sitc (OdcIl 1996:359). lfowc vcr.t his slratcgy can lead
researchers to understand which stages of prod uclion an artifact may have undergone at a
particular site and the methods that may have bccn employed in its creetion. Sellct
( 1993:109) suggests "refining too ls or non-retouched blanks to a core reveals the
morphology of the raw material as it is introduced in the camp (blanks. corcs ready for
rcductiono rco re in exploration)" . Depending ont he archaeologicald atarecovercdfrom
a site and the time given to analysis of a collection. this can be a useful method .
The replication of stone tool s can provide a somewhat accurate depiction of lithic
production and the cognitive decisions of the tli ntknappcr . ObviousIy one ofth e
problems with reproduction is that a modem -day flintknapper does not provide any
insight into the socia l aspects ofa prehistoric culture. However, what they can provide is
the important analytical information needed to identify the stages of tool production. and
make inferences about skill and behaviour. One of the potential problcms with these
kinds of comparative studies. however. is that many types of tools are basically crcated in
the sul11cway. ln particu lar.t he beginningr eduction stagcs haveb ecn shown to be similar
even though the end product might be different (sec Flenniken 1984) .
2.5 Craft-leam lng an d the Novlce
\Vhcn taking into considerationt he social il11pacts of technological organization .
logicall y one must consider the actors' role in these decisions . Int enn s ofl ithic
procureme nt. exploitation. experimentation. and production. an actor' s ability to conduct
thcsct asksi sba sedon afonnofinstitutionalkn owlcd gepa ssedfrom one generation to
the next. The image of the novice attemptin g to learn hislhercraft in the prescnce of
experts evokes specific questions relating to how and where such learn ingwouldt ake
place; andt owhat extent' learning'would bc archaeo logicallyvisible.Fir st,wh en
attempting to co mprehend craft-learnin g and skill. we must be able to define it. By
outlininga na ppropriate dcfinition fors kill , lw ill demonstrate how these discussions
have translated into a larger, more global debate linked to stone-tool making and its
influen ces on society (Bamforth and Finlay 2(0 8).
As a begin ner or novice , skill can bc best defined in terms of knowled ge
prod uction and cnculturation (Bamfortha nd Finlay 2008; Shcllcy 199O). lnordcrto
ensure the health ofa society, transmitting know ledge of skills and values is a necessary
el!ucational process, promoting long-tcrm universal goalsa ndobjec tives .Accordin gt o
llamforth and Finlay (2008:I ) skill can bcd cfincdin a varicty of ways, butulti matcly it
relates to a fonn of practice. For the purposes of this study, the defin ition by Ingo ld
(1993;433) is most useful; "Skill is at once a formo f knowlcdgc andaformofpraclicc;
or-if you will-it is both practical knowledge and know ledgeable practice."
As Shell ey ( 1990:187) states, no one was ever "born" an expert inan y craft.
Therefore , it is safe to assume that leaming skills would be a vital clement of an
individu al' s soc ial growth, bcinga ble toco ntribute ooth in a mental and physical capacity
by (l ) transferring the knowl edge they arc gaining themselves to other members of the
society, and (2) having the ability to practically apply that knowlcdge in a tangible form;
In terms of lithic studies. discussio ns of learning have been mini mal in North
America. with a major ity of the literature emerging from Old World studies (Milne
2005 :239). The idea ofa child having a significant role in such tasks has not emerged as
an import ant research question in the former region . A common assumption in
archaeology is that ninlkn appers arepred ominalcly adull males (Finlay 1997: 203). Until
recently , this prcmisch as Icdt o a limited discussion of skill and the craft-l earner. and a
rcliancc on ethnographic evide nce to establish parallels with past cultu res.W ith thcu sc
offem inist theoryandge nderst udies(seeGero andCo nkey l99 1) it has become possible
One could argue that the role of educatin g a craft-teame r is as import ant to a
society as the exploitation of resource s. By considering the position of the child or the
novice, and cult ivating an ability toi dentify lhe act ofl eam ing through its archaeological
signatures, we can broaden our research base. I1Iustrating this process through artifactual
evidence will add anot her facet to the archaeologist ' s investigations of stone tool
manufacture , allowing for a more holistic approac h to analysing debitageanda more
comprehen sive view of how individuals were situated in a soc ial Iandscape.
2.6 Merhodological lssues
A large part of my investigations addresses the importance of flaked stone tools as
a medium for cultural know ledge and learning throug h the phases of procurement,
production and use. I will begin this section by outlining the past archaeologicalw ork
conducted in the field of lithic analyses and provide an overvi ew of the history and
limited work conducted on quarry sites. Traditionally, quarry sites have been given little
considera tion in the archaeo logical recorddu c to the large amo unts of lithic debitagc
requiring time-consuming analysis (Ericson 1984; Purdy 1984). Additionally.ot her
issues faced when exam ining quani es have included difficulties controlling the
stratigraphy duri ng excav ation, thus making it difficult to accura tely date the assemblage
recovered (Doelman 2005:50). Althoughp aintcd as being problematic. quarricsc anbc
vicwed asa ne ssentialmeansof subsistence amongst hunter-gatherer socie ties and as one
of the most importa nt resources utilized by many such groups. Within fonn ationo n lithic
sourcing and procurement practices of indigenous populations, researchersca nbctt er
interpre t the movement of past cultures on the landscape. As discussed in the previous
chapter, many of the sites used were identified as part of the Minas Basin Archaeological
Survey. In order to strengthen thc argument that thc act of procuring lithicswas parto fa
largcr eeonomic structure, I will continue to focus on importance of 0 avidson Cove
quarry/workshop site as a focal point in my investigations. Highlighting this importancc
will provide more substantial links between Davidson Coveand the other sites in this
study.
Most of the sites chosen for this study were based on sites recorded aspa rtof the
Minas Basin Archaeological Survey in 1988. In addition to these. I also considered a
variety of sites in the Gaspc reau Lake region where prelimina ry work was comp leted, as
welt as the large village site of Melanson excavated by Nash and Stewart (1990) . In this
region of Nova Scotia. little is known about the Late w oodland period and the potent ial
forcontinuedarchaeological work atm anyofthese sitesi sadistinct possibili ty.
Site selection wasde termincdby a variety of factors related to the primary
research questions. Clearly. when attempting to understand settlementpattcmsand
economic rounds as related to the quarry/workshop sitc of Davtdson Cove and related
outcrop s of Sco ts Bay chcrt, it was important to selcct sites which cxhib ited similar
characteristics. Although Davidson Cove is thought to be the on ly known area from
which Scots Baychertwasqu anicd ,id entific ation of other outc rops, and in tum . their
relationship to settlement areas were also considered.
Sites were selected based on three main criteria. These included: ( I ) the presence
of Scots Bay materials was documerued on the site or the collection was available for
analysis; (2) thc site was locatcd within the Minas Basin region or in proximity to other
Late Woodland sites in the region; and finally, (3) the sites were all contcmpo rancous
during the Late Woodland period . This final cr iterion wase ssentialin order to provide
some consistency whcn analysing thc data as a whole. Although it remain s unclear how
long Davidson Cove was utilized in this capacity. one radiocarbon date and the presence
of one side- notched projectile point situate it in the Late Wood land peri od (AD 1000-
15(0 ). Based on this, idenlifyin g sites ofth e same time period would hypothet ically aid
incr ealing acle arcrpictureofeconomic subsistcncep atlernsduring this period .
2.S Sa mpling
A varie ty of samp les were used for this study. resulti ng from the Minas Basin
Archaeological Survey and other field seaso ns. The samples analyzed primarily came
from Davidson Cove. St.Croix, and Clam Cove. The bulk of the materials from
Davidson Cove are housed at the Nova Scotia Museum. while the samples from St. Croix
and Clam Cove are on loan to Memorial University of Newfoundl and. All diagnostic
artifacts. includin g hammers tones. from Davidson Cove are stored at Memori al
University of Newfo undland as well . The followin g section will out line sampling
technique s. with particu lar attention given to the typesof artifac ts sampledfromeach
AI the quarry/w orksh op site of Davidson Cove a random sample of debitage was
choscnbase doncxcavations undcl1akcn during thc 2003 ficlds caso n. Possiblc multiple
processing areas were observed by Deal (2003) at this time. In order to build on this
hypothesis. arti facts from the upper and lowcrtcr raccs ofthc site were sampled .
The unit s sampled at Davidson Cove included N35 E I7, SO W2, and N6 W9
(Figure 2.1). Samples consisted of all dcbitagc recove red durin g unit excavatio ns.
collected in naturally stratified layers. The debitage was then taken tot he Departrnentof
Geo logy. Aca dia Universi ty, where it was washed and preliminary identification
occ urred. Subsequentl y. the debi tage was re-baggcd based on excava tion unit and
identi fication (i.e.. reduction flakes. pressure flakes, cores). and stored at the Nova Scotia
Cores and other stone arti facts recovered from this site are stored at Memorial
University and were also considered in this study. All such material foundin the abovc
unit s is discussed in the Data Presentation section, as it relates to processing on the sire.
based on information in the original site records of the 2003 fieldse ason.
Although previous excavations were undertaken at St. Croix by John Erskine, the
materials sampled for this study were the result of the !ater work conducted by Deal
(2003) in the area. All materials housed at Memori al University were used for this study.
namely lithic artifacts. Although the materials recovered on the she were diverse.
sampling focused on the array of artifacts. mainly projectile points• cores and some
debitage.
As with St. Cro ix, all lithic material housed at Memorial Univers ity from Clam
Cove was include in the analysis. Erskine' sp revio us investigat ions, although they
yielded some lith ic artifact s. werc not included. All non-lithic artifacts contained in this
collection are noted in the Data Presentation section. to further reveal how the site was
utilizcd during lhc Latc Wood landpcriod.
2.9 Lab oratory An a lysis and Techniques
All lithic materials were washed. dried and labeled at Memorial University of
Newfoundland upon return from the field. Debita ge was not given individual artifact
numbers . During this study. not all artifacts were available for analysis; as such.th c data
analyzed from various sites is the result of examinin g site report s and published literature
Initially. artifacts stored at Memorial University of Newfound land were analyzed. This
primari ly consisted of stone tools from Davidson Cove and lithic rnaterials from St. Croix
and Clam Cove . Additiona lly. a random sampling of lithic debit age from Davidson Cove
was analyzed at Memori al University after being obtained from the Nova Scotia
In the latter case , a random sample was used to determine the stages of stone tool
reduction and production occurring on-site. Thi s technique was utilized beca use a simple
random sample should yield a representative selection of artifacts or activities from the
population selected. It was also selected due to the size of the coliection. Davidson Cove
has yielded approx imatclyo ne half ton of lithic materia ls. which is too large a collect ion
to analyze completely in the time available. The followingscc tions outline and discuss
the methods and procedures conducted for artifact analyses.
2.9.1 Debtt uge Analysis
My analytical model is based on bifacial reduction, thct ypc of stonc tool
study conducted by Patterson ( 1990:550). it was shown that "bifacial-reduction processes
in lithic manufacturing at an archaeological site often can bc recognized by the presence
of bifacialspcci mensi n various degrecsofcomplction".Co nsidering this. the aim of my
analysis was to recognize populations of flakes which would represent varying dcgrccs of
bifacialredu ction. anddet ermineh owth osepatt ems changcd ast oolsm ade ofS cotsB ay
chert traveled throughout the landscape.
Stone tool product ion of this kind is reductive. and therefore flake size should
decrease asa ffintknappcr procccds through the manufacturing proccss. Although the
interprelation ofbi facial reduction canb eb asedonlhe analysis of flake size. this method
is more useful whenu scd with other methods of lithic analysis (Stahlc and Dunn
1982:94). I chOsc loc xamine dcbitagcfo r evidenceof bifacial rcduction through
typological analysis. This method is based on examination of one or more debitage
altribules, andca ns how lhala n individual tlake reprcscnls the productionofcertain
artifacl lypcs evcn if lhea rtifacls themselvesa rc nol recovered onasilc( Andrefsky t999:
Analysisofdebitageini tiallyfollowedthefree-standi ngtypology propo sed by
Sullivan and Rozen (1985) . Although the free-standin g typolo gy has received much
criticism (sec Amick and Mauldin 1989) the underlying idea can be qu ite useful to lithic
analysts (Andrefsky 128:2(0 5). Essent ially a dendro gram, the free-standin g typology was
used in this study as a means to separate dcbit age into groups whichcouId then be further
evaluated based on size. weight and the two attributes, namely Ilaketennination and
striking platform, described below, As stated by Andrcf sky (127:2005), this method
provides the rcsearcherwith a list of criteria thatca n be easily replicated.relying on
objectivity 10 bcgin the initial stages of analysis.
I used the free-standi ng typology to categorically place debitage into four types;
complete flake. broken flake.fl uke fragment or debri s. A comple te Ilake is denoted by
intact margins, meaning there is an intact distal end which cxhibits a feathcr, plunging or
hinge termination, while a broken flake does not have intact margins (Crabtrec I972:63,
Sullivan and Rozen 185:759). Flake fragments and debris rcpresentd cbi tage from which
significant attribute data cannot bc g!cancd duc to variousco mplieating factors. including
point of app lied force and single interior surface. Oncc Oakes were placed within these
categories based on the free-standing typology method. I then quantifiedt hecornplete
Oakes and broken flakes based on two attribute s: ( I) tcrmination typc (i.e.• feather. hinge.
step, plunging) and (2) striking platform type (i.e., nat . cortical, complex, abraded).
Based onthe sizeofthe sample. lcho sethe se attributes asth et wowhichwould
bemo st effeetiveinrcvealingthetypcsof stonetoolproductionprcsen t at the various
sites. particularly at Davidson Cove. Strikin gplatfonn typcscan reveal type s of
manufacture , show ing prepar ation of, or manipulation to. the objectivepie cein volved
(Andre fsky9 4:2005) . Th e striking platform not only reveals the care that the flintknapper
took when crea ting the objective piece. but can also reveal the Icvc l o f skill which the
knappcr possesscd.T enn inationt ypc can disciose simiiar information. Alth ough the type
of stone can influ ence the way in which flakes are detached from the 0 bjectivepiecc,th e
flinrk nappcr pla ys a significant ro le in this process. The deci sions 0 f thc knappcr can bc
repre se nted throu gh termination type by revealing the typcs of pcrcu ssion used as well as
the amo unt and dire ction of force applied .
2.9.2 StoneToolAnalysis
Analysis o f stone too ls ca n place the quarry/wor kshop s ite, o utcrops, and other
arcas o f scu tcmcnt into a pattern of seas onal rounds. contributing 10 our unders tanding of
how techn ology affects the life-ways of prehi stori c peo ples (Burke 2007: 64 ).Withinth e
co llec tions available. types of stone tools identified includ edbifaces.b amm erstoncs.
bipolar cores and scrapers, as well as numerou s preform s and blank s. Comb ined with the
informat ion gained from the debitage analysis . a clear picture of site act ivity has
emerged . dem onstrating the Importance of stone and how its acquisitio n and reduction
affected daily life.
Th e assignment of blanks, pre forms and bifaces were based on the stages of
redu ction proposed by Callahan ( 1979) . Used as a model Ior thc Palaeo indian prod uction
of Clovis point s. he suggests that there are nine stages accord ing to which bifaces can be
c1assifi cd (CallahanI979:35-37).Forlhepurposcs oft his stud y. lu sed stages 1-4 (which
were co nside red durin g the analysis of bifaces from settlement sites, IikeSt. Croi x and
relate to the proc css o f bifacial tool produ ction) when analyzing the co IIcctions of stone
tool s fro m Davidson Cove . The later stages. 5 and 6. relate to haftin g modifica tions and
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2.9.3 w efghts and Measurements
All compl ete artifacts were both weighed and measured . In this sense. complete
refers to an intac t artifac t. ex hibiting distal and prox imal scctions. A compl etepi ece of
debit age has a point o f force and a feather. plun ging or hinge tennin ation. Meas urcmen ts
of stone tools and co mplete pieces o f debit age were taken at two points. Thes tonetools
were measured fro m the maximum proximal point to the maximum dista l point and
debitage was measured from the striking platform to the maximum distal point. Both
stone tools and debi tage were measured for width at Ih the maximum length (Figure 2.2).
2.10 Sum ma ry
Both theoretically and methodologically. myr esearch attempts tou nderstand the
relationship between past societies and their technological behavio urs.Usi ng lithic
studies to draw inferences about these behaviours can demonstrate the importance of
stone material culturc to indigenous peoples,
Whcn considering lithic sourcing, enviro nmental factors play a leading role in
dictating modes of behavio ur. These interactions with the environmcnt can lead to ccrtain
decisions which will in turn affect subsistence strategies (Leblanc 2000) . It is easy to
assume that this knowledge related to subsistence and where resources canb e
acquired/exploited is acquired fromo thcr mcmbersofthc society and is not inherent.
From this. it can further be argued that in each society there were groups of experts,
responsible for the training of novices. One can then ask how the act of knowledge
transmission affected the society andi tsb ehaviours. Clearly,t caching crafts would have
bcen essential to the survival ofa culture, in part by transferri ng knowledge regarding
fixed features and resources in the landscape that could bcco ntinually exploited
Although the theories presented can prove controversial in the respcct that they
often imply that human bchavio urissomewhat predictable and decis ions are not easily
distinguishable. drawi ng from these bodies of literature results ina ni nteres ting
exa mination of prehistoric cultures through various forms of technologicalbehaviour.
Cha pter 3: Nature l Histor y of the Mtnas Basin Region
ThcMinasB asinrc gion ofN ovaS cotiah asa rich gcologicala ndn atural history.
Situated at the eastern end of the Annapolis Valley. this area is characterizcd by a rolling
landscape and predominately mixed forest vegetation. Historically, the Annapo lis Valley
was used for extensive farmlands in the nineteenth century. Sim ilar to New England. this
area had expcriencede xtensive c1ear-cutting during this time pcriod. However. the
Annapoli s Valley has since begun to revert to the forest growth that existed before the
nineteenth century agricultural boom (Simmons 1984:2:649).
why prehistoric indigenous peoples would have been drawn here . Situatedinthe
lowlands surrounding the North Mountain, the resources avai lable in the Minas Basin and
surrounding area can aid researchers in establishing the scu lcmcnta ndeco nomicpa ttems
of indigenous culture groups. It is particularly important that rcsearchers are able to
distinguish between the resources available in the Minas Basin, and those obtainable
elsewhere when, establishing a framework for prehi storic activity.
Thi s chapter highlights the importance of Scots Bay chert as aresource. providing
a descript ion of the material and discussing its distribution in the region. Ia lso focuso n
this material in a larger context, discussing the broader natural and geological history of
the Annapo lis Valley region of Nova Scotia with particular attcntio n to the Minas Basin
and the Fundy shoreline. Finally. I provide an overvi ew of the other regional geological
resources available. their history and how they might have contributed to prehistoric
lithic use in the Late Woodland period .
3.2 Ecology of the Mmas Basin
The combination of rich geologica l resources, landscape, and the extensive
waterways of the Minas Basin contributed to the popularity of this region. \Vhile lithics
were clea rly an import ant resource. the Late Woodland groups of the Minas Basin also
depcndcd greatlyuponthe nora andfaunaprc scnt int he area.The abundanee of various
species made this region particularly attractive to indigenous peop le.d rawing them to
establish settlements on the shores of the Minas Basin and Scots Bay proper.
In terms of faunal species , they include but arc not limited to grey seals
(Hatichoerus grypusv.harbor seals (Phoca viflllina) ,A merican mink (Mustela vision),
!oons (Cavi s sp.), black duck (Anas rllbripes ), eiders (Somateria sp.),w hite-tailcddee r
(Odocoileus virginianus),o sprcy(P andion huliaetus), great bluc heron (Ardea herodias)
and red squirrel (Tamiasc iurus hudsonicus) (Halwus 2006; Wilson 1997). These were
identified primarily through a report from Isle Haute (Wilson 1997) but other species
havebe enident ified on archaeological sites aroundth e rcgion . Erskine (1998:90) also
notcdth epr cscncc o fbl ackb car (Urslls americanus), bcavcr (Castor canadensis). moose
(Alcesalces) , wood land caribou( Rangi!erc aribour), rivero tter( Lutracanadensis).
Canada goose (Branta canade nsis), and great auk (Pinguinusi mpennis ) (lia lwas
In the mudnat and estuary areas along the shorclineo f the Minas Basin and Cape
Spl it, an abundance of saltwater resources arc also present. The high amount of
freshwater draina ge and the presence of salt marshes compo se auniqueen vironment
idealform any shellfi sh spccies (Fuller andTrevors 1977:2). These include periwinkl e
(Linorina iinore a ). whelk (Buccinll1nllnd atum ). soft- shellcdclam (Mya arenaria).occa n
quahog (Arc tica islandica). and blue mussel (Myti/ llse dll l is)( FulIer and Trevor s 1997).
\Vithin the opcn waters of the Minas Ba.o;; in. such spccics as tlounder (Liopsetta plltnami).
monkfi sh tLophius amer icanlls). herring (Ctupeo hurengus}, Atlant ic salmon (Sa/mo
satars. Americ an smelt (Osmerus mordaxi , gaspearcau (A/osa pseudohare ngusi , shad
(A/m'"asapidissima). Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) and pollock (Pollachius virensvcen
also be seen (Bromley and Bleakney 1984).
Furthermore. the Minas Basin is homc to varictyoftloral species in the
predominately mixed forest vegetation that comprised the arca . Treespcciesinclude
various maples (Acer sp.). alder (Alnus sp.). birch (Betula sp.). beech (Fagus sp.). spruce
(Picco sp.). popular (Salicaceae sp.) and aspen (Sa licaceae sp.). Other tloraspceies have
also been identifted in a prehistoric context at the site of Clam Cove( sec Halwas2006)
which include raspberry/b lackberry (Rubus sp.j.s trawbcrry (Fragaria virginiana),
chokebcrry (A ronias p,), pin cherry (Pnmus virginiamma), blueberry( Vacciniums p.).
watercre ss (Nasturtium offici na/e) and common elderberry (Sambu cus canadensis)
(lIalwas2 006: 111-114) .
Considering the variety of natural resources available in this region, it is not
surprising that the Minas Basin was one of the most populace parts of the Maritime
Provinces. The abund ance of natural resources combined with the geological forruations
made this an ideal area for resource exploitation and habitation ,
3.3 Descripti on of Sco ts Bay Che ri
Th e study area forms part of the Appalachians which is composed of four major
geological zones; the Taconian, Acadian. Permian. and Avalonian (Gran t 1987; Roberts
1996; Roland 1982). The Bay of Fundy rcgion is in fact pan ofa Triass ic-Jurassic basin
dating to the Mesozoic era (Figurc 3.1). This basin. formed durin g the rifting of
continents, is mostly located under the Bay of Fundy; however. somcof thegeologic
formations from this period arc still visible in the Minas Basin in the NorthM ountain
basalts and limestones observed there today (Burke 2000:26). These fonn ations were
created when rifting produ ced basalt flows followed by silica richh ydrothermal Iluids
whichc rcatcd the siliceous rocks such as chalcedo ny, jasper or chert . These cherts,
jaspers and chalcedonie s were an import ant geological rcsourcc avai1ableinthere gion
(Burke 2000:26) . The Scots Bay Formation . which overlies the North Mountain
Formation , is primarily composed of limestone but also has chert-bearing units which
were heavily utilized prehistorically (Burke 2000 :228). The chcrt,w hich varies greatly in
size, occurs in the fonnof nodules within the Scols Bay Formati on. More specifically,
Thomp son ( 197 1:144) states that Scots Ray chert "occ urs in two fonn s; in the first case
as replacement nodule s in the limestone and siltstone; and secondly as. . .extensive
bcdded deposits" (Figure 3.2). In the Scots Bay region, the outcrops of limestone arc
extensive, but there arc limited locations which would have been access ible for quarrying
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Figure3 .2Geology al the Da,·idso nCO\ ·eS ile (courtesy DavidW.Black. UNB)
~~ii~~~~l~ l~~~I~cots Ha)' chert materia l frmn Nort h Mou ntain Formation (P hoto by
Thc word chat hasb ccntradit ionally uscd as a univcrsall crmt od cscrihc
scdimcnl dcposits prilllarilyco mposcdo f cryplocrystallincs ilica (Thompson 1971:151).
Asa lllatcr ial, cherti s distinguishahle hy colour.t cxtllrc.i niernal slructllre andwale r
contcnl( DcaI 199 1: Crotts 1984). Thisi nternal structurc of tightly com poscd fihrous
grainsof quartz .a ndt he highs ilicaco ntcnl d ictatc thcfracture behavior of the material.
Cryplocrystalline malcrialsfrJcturei nasilllilarfas hion log lass. which is also primarily
compose d of silica. in thai frJcturcsh avc a conc-likc appcarance. referredt o as a
conchoidal fracture Ieg.. Andrefsky 1998:23: lIcllwc g 1984:20· 21).
As a result of extrcrnc Freeze -thaw and the tidal action of the Bay of Fundy.l arge
cobhlesof Scots Bay chert become detached and are often seen on thc shorcs of Scots
Bay al low tide (Figure 3.3). It is possible that prehistoric peop les exploited the materials
on the beach rather than extracting lithic material di rectly from the formation (Figure
3.3). Davidson Cove (BhDe-2) and Ross Creek (llhDe-9) see m to be the two most likel y
locations where this activity occurred. given their accessibility to the beach below the
expos ed formati on . In this rcgion . other areas which contain outcrops of Scots Bay chert
mayb edifficuhto accessdu et ocliffs (Dealnd -a).Alt em ative outcrops o fS cotsB ay
materials occur on Isle Haute, located in the Bay of Fundy, and at the Cap D'Or
lighthouse (BhDe-2).
The Scots Bay material s typically range in colour from gray to reddi sh-brown
(Burke 2000 ; Crotts 1984; Deal 1991; Thompson 1971). Although not common , some
conce ntric banding can also be present. In addition , the Scots Bay format ion contains
somc lithic sub-varieties of chalcedo ny, which include agate and jasper( Burke2000 ,
Deal 1991). The j asper from Scots Bay appears in two different geo logiealsa mplcs. The
first is an opaque dusky red along with the red-yellow slightly waxy jasper within the
North Mountain basalt (Burke 2000 :233). Chalcedony. a fibrous variety of quart z. Js
predominant ly a translucent blue-gray in colour and is present as arcp laceme nt material
contained within the limestone deposits of the formatio n (Thomp son 197 1: 151-152). II is
also import ant to note that the leve l of impuriti es structurally reprcsentedw ithin
chalcedon y can often alter its colour.

2009). Othcr cvidcnce ofh cat-treating can include the appearance 0 fpot -lids onth e
In the past, colour and texture have been the primary fonn of regional
identilication of lithic matcrials by archacologists. ln recent years, advances in geo-
chemica lt cst ing havebeenu sed to cxamine theaccuracyof visua l identilicatio n with the
ultimate goal ofb cuer source determination (Burke 2(00 ). The Scots Baym atcrials
sometimes identi fied on archaeologica l sites are often difficult todi stinguish fromo ther
sources in the region. Burke (2000) argues that the materials from Scots Bay. particularly
the Minas Basin. are visually similar to materials from New Brunswick, most notably
Washademoak cherts and Gaspe Peninsula agates and jaspe rs,
Burke (2000 :253) conducted tests on Scots Bay materials from the Minas Basin
and Washademoak materia ls using XRF analyses. Both appear to have few impurities,
thus making them difficult to distinguish both visually and chemica lly.H owcvcr. Black
et al. (2004) conlradicI Burkc's claim (2000:235),s uggcsling lhal il may be possible for
archacologists to distinguish bctwecn Carbonifero us-ussociatcd chcrls( Washadcmoak)
and Mesozoic-associated (Minas Basin) sources. Using low-powered techniques.
archaeo logists may be able to dis tinguish the two based on thrccun ique factors, namcly
the occurrence of cam elian, translucency, and strain fractures (Black cl aI. 2()()..t:8).
Evidences uggcsts that in the Wood landperiods Washademoaka nd Sco ts Bayc hcrls
were both heavily uti lized. presenting the possibilit y that a rnixture of these materials
cou ld exist on some sites. This highlights the import ance that this distinction could have
on archaco logical invcsrlgations (Black 1997; Black et a\. 2004; Burkc 2000)
Although the SCOlS Bay materials arc abundant in the area, particularl yatthe
quarry/workshop siteofDavidsonC ove(BhDc-2),d efinitiveidentification ofScotsB ay
chert may be difficult to achieve at some sites in the region, even whenchemi calt esting
is used as an additional means of analysis. It is clear, due to the conflicting views of
Burke (2000) and Black et al. (2004) . that identifi cation techn iqucs need to bc refined. for
distinguishing between various cherttypcs in the region.
3.4 Regional Lithic Resources
Interest in lithic resources in the Maritim e region became a popular pastimefor
amateur geologists during the late nineteenth and early twcntierh centuries. Of note,
Abraham Gesner (1797- 1864) of Nova Scotia and George F. Matthew (1837-1923) of
New Brunswick contributed greatly to geological and natural history in eastern Canada
(Black and Wilson 1999; Mitcham 1995).
Gesner, said to be the first provincial geolog ist in New Brunswick, spent much of
his life identifying the lithic resources associat ed with WashademoakL ake (B lack and
Wilson 1999:83). li e trave rsed a great deal of the New Brunswick and Nova Scotia
landscapes, recording the mountains, rivers, and other things hc foundca ptivating(s ee
Mitcham 1995). Matthew, who was also an ardent collector and observer, co ntributed
significantly to Gesner ' s preliminar y investigations in the region. Although Ges ner was
interested in the activities of aboriginal peoples. it was Matthew ( I900) who took a
particul ar interest in how native culture s transported and utilized lithic materials, both
local and exotic (Black and Wilson 1999:84).
When understanding the geologica l resourees avai lable in any rcgion, wcmust
also understand what the terms 'local' and 'exoticirnply in an archeologica l contcxt.For
researchers, 'exotic 'doesn otn ecessarilyr efert oth e geological properti es ofth e
material , bUI instead is defined cullurally (Black and Wi lson 1999:83). A material which
is 'c xotic'isonew hich hasbc cnaf fectcdbyculturalpro ccsscsinc1 udingtransportation
as part of a tool kit andlor trade/exchange. That being said,c ulturaI processes are not
limited to eco nomic ones. The transportation and util ization of various rcgional materials
contribute to the complexities of archaeo logical sites (Black andW ilson I999:83). It was
thesede finitionsof' local'and 'e xotic ' whichgui dedanalyscsof car ly rcponasuch as
fdentified lithic source areas of Late Woodl and cultures includeMunsungun Lake
in Maine, Lake Tcmi scouata in Quebec, Ramah Bay in Labrador, Washadcmoak Lake in
New Brunswick and the Minas Basin in Nova Scotia (Black ct al. 2004 ). In Nova Scotia,
Scots Bay chert and White Rock quartzite seem to be the two most highly utilizcd
matcrialspr escntin colle ctionsfromprehistoric sites aroundtheMinas Basin . In the
following paragraphs, l willdi scussth edi stribut ion of \VhiteR ock quartzite. given its
frequent appea rance with Scots Bay chert, as well as \Vashademoak cherts. due toit s
possible overlap with SCDts Bay materials.
\Vhile the Scots Bay outcrops havc been well documented by geologists and other
rock enthusiasts, the White Rock Formation outcrop s are extrcm ely widespread
throughout Yarmout h County , making identification ofs pccific coilectinglocations
challenging. Mainly com poscd of volcanic depo sits, this forma tion date s to the
1984:1:24; 2:506). Th is material primarily appears in the region as quartzite dcposita. und
Washcdomoak cherts, from the Washcdomoak Lake region of Ncw Brunswick.
chert after discoverin g the material croding onto the beach of Washademoak Lakc in thc
area of Belyeas Cove (Black and Wilson 1999:83). However, it was Matthew who
invcstigalcdth c sourccmorcfully. B1ackandWi lson(l999:84) argucth att he study
conducted by Matthew ( 1900) on the chert source is "the most comprehensive
archaeological considera tion of the source presented to datc'L His interpretations and
interest in stone tool prod uction have been invaluablc to rcsearchcrs conducting work in
this area today.
Located approximately 50-60km from Saint John. thi s area was a well known
sourcc to indigcnous pcoples . ln particular, lherc are two locations where the oulcrops
exist along the lake: onc at Belyeas Cove and the other at M ucp cnald point (Black and
WilsonI 999:86), Theset wol ocations afforded cxposcd outcrops along the shoreline and
seem to bc the most likely quarrying and acquisition points for prehisroric activiries.
ahhough no evidence has been found 10 support this (Black and Wilson 1999:87).
3.5 Summary
The rich history of geological exp loration in the M inas Basin region has greatly
contributed to our understanding of the occurrence of lithic materials and how they relate
to prehisto ric procurernent and production. Identification of various materials and how
they arc situated in the landscape can aid in the recons truction of past eco nomic rounds
and settlement patterns. Given the frequency of Sco ts Bay chcn. ulong with other
materials such as Washademoak chert . this chapter also highlights thei mpo rtanceo f
refined visual and geochemical analyses for archaeoiogical investigations.
The abundance of Scots Bay chert in the region, though limitedto afe w
accessible outcrops, suggests the importance of this matcr ial in the Late Woodland
pcriod.It can be arguedth at exploration and exploitation of this particuiarlit hic matcrial
shaped much of the prehistoric lithic economy in the region. The next chapter provides an
ovc rvicwo fa rchaeo!ogical work at Late Wood land sites in the Minas Basin region and a
discussion of the use of Scots Bay chert.
Chapter 4: Previous Archaeeloglcal Research
Although archaeologica l exploration in the Minas Basin region of Nova Scotia
has been limited. it has provided researchers a glimpse into the Late \Vood land pcriod in
lhisr cgion, Extcnding from ADl OOO-1500, thc LatcW ood land is oftcn characlcrizcd by
the use of potter y and increased sedentism as a result of the advent of horticultural
practices in Northeastern North America (Asch Sidell 1999). However. native
populations in the Maritime Provinces may not have adopted hort iculturc (DeaI 2008).
but continued a pattern of seaso nal mobility. Surrounded by important geological
resources. the sites located around the Minas Basin demonstrate a dependence on lithic
raw materials as well as other natural resources vital to a foraging economy.
Th is chapter describes the archaeological excavations undcn aken at Late
Woodland sites within the Minas Basin with a particular focus on 0 ccupation type and an
overview of each artifact assemblage. situating them in both cultural andt emporal
Table 4.1 Archaeological Ch ro nology of Nova Scotia (Adapted from:
http·llmuseum go\' ns calarchlcttimeh tm)
Archaeological Periods of Nova Scot ia
Period Date Range tyea rs Bl')
Post -Contact Mi 'kmaq c.400 -0
Contact Period c.500-400
w oodland Period c.2,500-500
Archaic Period c.9.000- 2.500
Paleo-Indian Period c. / / .OOO-9.000
The site of Davidson Cove (BhDc-2) is located in thcScot s Bay area of Nova
Sco tia, along the Bay of Fundy, and is situated atop an exposed outerop of North
Mountain Basalt at the mout h of Thorp e Brook (Deal 2003:4). Vital to this discussion,
the matcrial ofimportance at Davidson Covc is the chert-bearing rcplaccmcnt nodules
that occ ur within the limestone of the Scots Bay Formatio n. Consis ting of two terraces
which linc thc shorc (Figure 4.1),D avidson Covc is often subject to cxtremefreczc/thaw
effect s in the wintcr mont hs and is constantly battercd by stonn s, undcrcurrent s, and the
dramaliclidalchangesofthe8ayofFundy (DeaI2004 ).
Originallyrccordcd by John Erskine . the site of Davidson Cove was Iater
investigatcd asp art of al argc-scale survey in l988 conductcdb yD r.M ichaclDcal of
Memorial Univcrsity.Th eMin asB asin Archacological survey aimedt o "rcconstruct
prehistoric land and resource usc patterns in the Minas Basin area of ccntral NovaScotia"
(Deal 2(03 ). At Davidson Cove. further excavat ions began in 2003 after prel iminary
testing uncovered a wealth of lithic artifacts.
that this site was being visited as early as the laic Middlc Wood land (AD 500-1(00)
period . The materia ls collec ted consisted solely of lithics, almost entirely comprised of
Scots Bay che rt. and included dcbita gc. preforms. and one small. side-notched (Late
Woodl and) project ile point. It was apparent from this assemb lage that indigenouspe oples
were not only quarrying but also producing stone tools in this region for ancx tended
period of time. Thi s was furthercvident by disccrnable processing areas identified by
Deal (2004) . It appears that this site was used strictly for lith ic procurement and
processing. as no identified habitation component was present at Davidson Cove .
This asscmblagem akesDa vidsonCo veth e onlykn ownlithi cqu arrylworkshop
site in the region . It is probable that indigcnou s people from around the region traveled to
this site as part of a seasonal round . The Minas Basin contain s a wcalth of natural
resource s and huntin g opportunities. making it an attractive environmental niche and
therefore an important location which can enhance our understandi ng ofp rehistoriclith ic
cen nomics in this area of Nova Scotia (Erskine 1998; Deal 2(0) ; Nash et al. 1991).
Figure 4.1 T he Davidso n Cove site (BhDc-2). Note th e lar ge nodul es of' Sco ts Ba,Y
che rt on th e beach ..md thesite'slot'a tinnal(Jn~ theshoreline (Courtesy of M ichaI:IDea l )
The prehistoric site of Ross Creek (BhDc·9) was also identified in 1988 as pan of
the Minas Basin Archaeological Survey. The site itself is located on and around cliffs of
North Mount ain Basalt. Evidence suggests that this location mayh ave been a quarry sire.
similar to Davidson Cove (Deal 1988). Although the site area is mainly represented by
large outcrops of Scots Bay chert. this area has suffered a high rate of erosion caused by
the free ze-th aw effect and run-off durin g the spring month s. A significant amount of
human disturban ce is also seen in this area . likely caused by gcologists and amateur rock
colieclors(DeaI 1988). Manynakes and coresof chalcedony arevi sib leon the beach. but
it is inconclusive whether or not these arc the result of human activity.Further
investigation cou ld prove fruitful in establishing the extent of the Late Wood land period
in the North Mount ain region of Nova Scotia .

Isle Haute. known as Maskusetkik in Mi' krnaq, is a remote island Iocated in the
Bay of Fundy . Found 32km south from the New Brunswick shore. Isle Haute is one of a
few large islands located in this vicinit y. Although the island isn o longer inhabited. many
find it to be an alluring location in the Hay of Fundy due to its colour fulhi story(Conlin
2(00) . The focusofa mixtu re of legend s and ghost stories. the mysteriousn atureof lsle
Haute has made it a popular target for looting and disturbance .
Archaeo logically. connectio ns to Nova Scotian prehi story on lsie Haute were first
discovered by John Erskine in 1956. Be recorded various artifacts there during his
employment with the Nova Scotia Museum and his records offered important information
regarding a variety ofr esources. including an assortment oftl oral samples. ln l997, afull
surveyof the islandwas conducted by theNovaScotia Museum.w hose findings
elaborated on the work of Erskine. Evidence from Erskine and the subsequent survey by
the Nova Scot ia museum suggest that this island was an important Iocatio n fore xploiting
a variety of floral and faunal resources (Erskine 1998; Christianson and Keenlyside
Like Davidson Cove , Isle Haute exhibits outcrops of the Scots Bay formntion.No
evidence of mass lithic procurement is evident here and it is unlikelyt hat Isle Haute was
used for qu3rrying activities. lnstead, it is feasibleth at this was a way-po int during
seasonal rounds. main tained by the discove ry of two lithic scatters and a comer-n otched
projectile point recorded in 1996 (Christianson and Keenlyside 2000 ;9).
4.1.4 Ca p n 'O r
Ncar Parrsboro. Nova Scotia, Cap D'Or (BhDe-2) is located on the northem coas t
of the Bay of Fundy. This area is characterized bya n outcrop of North Mountain Basalt.
similar 10 that seen at Davidson Cove , Ross Creek and Isle Haute. Evide nce suggests that
this area may have been a quarry and workshop location used by native inhabitants for
quite some time. Therefore, both Davidson Cove and Cap D'Or are possible locations for
both lithic procurement and production in the Minas Basln.h owcvcr Davidson Cove is
the only verified quarry/workshop site,
David Keenlyside (1983:19) published the findings of his prelimi nary testing at
CapD 'Orin 1978 and 1980 and his initial impressions of the area. Due to lighthouse
construction on the cape . many sections of the site have experienc ed extensive
disturbance over the past one hundred years. Excavat ion of undisturbcd areas around the
lighthouse yielded artifacts dating 10 the Middle 10 Late Woodland periods (AD 500-
I 100). A number of castellatcd and dentate impressed ceramic shcrds wcre rccordcd
along with an area which appear s to have been utilized as a lithic workshop due to the
high density of debi tage (Keenlyside 1983:19). Unlike Davidson Cove. it is possible thai
the quarry/workshop at Cap D'Or had a habitationcomponentassociated with it, which is
evident by the ceramic sherds represented in the collecti on .
A number of pieces of native copper were recover ed from this site; a rarefindin
Nova Sco tia and the rest of the Maritime provinces (Keen lyside 1980:16). It was
previously thought that a copper source did not exist in this rcgion. However, LconanJ
(1996:90) suggests that the work of early researchers share a common bclief attributing
occurring in this region (Monahan 1990; Leonard 1996).
It is impo rtant to note that. based on archaeologica l investigations at Cap D' Or.
Keenl yside (1980:16) had hypothesile d the use of Scots Bay chert at thePaleo-lndian
site of Debert, located in Colchcstcr Cour ny. Nova Scot ia. Through visual identifi cation.
it is apparent that similarities between Scots Bay chert and urtifacts at Dcbcn cxist;
however without further chemical testing, this remains spcculative. Jn addition. the
existence of copper at Cap D'Or , previously thought to be derived from the Lake
Superior region . has important implications for prehistoric Maritimes eco nomy thatnccd
to be addressed with additional research (Kccnlysidc 1980:16).
Like Davidson Cove. Clam Cove (BhOc-5) was revisited as part of the Minas
Basin Archaeological survey in 1988. The site is locatcd on Capc Split. Kings County.
Nova Scotia and was historically the location of a lumber mill as welI as a "popular
recreation area in the late 1800s" (Deal 2004:18). On a larger scale, Cape Split is part of
theScots Bayformationandcxtcndsint othc BayofFundy. ltsshorclinci sch aractcri zed
by steep cliffs of expo sed North Mountain basal ts combined with the cherts and
chalcedonies of thc Scots Bay fonn ation. As with Davidson Cove.this area is also
strongly affected by thc tidal actions of the Bay of Fundy and cxhibits a high rate of
Erskine was the first to identify the site of Clam Cove in 1964 . He originally
recorded the area as having largc shcll middens which arc believed to have eroded since
the 1960s duc to thcir location near thc cliff s edge (Halwas 2006:21). The excavations
conductcdby Erskine in this area produced remains of various fauna l specieswhich
included .b ut were not limited to.w hite-tailed deer.porcupine andw hclk,aswell as a
few pottery shcrds and a variety of lithics, mainly of Scots Bay chcrt (Halwas2006:2 1).
Excavations in I988-1989yic ldcdaradiocarbonda tco f2 170+ /- 140 BP (Bcla-
49257) from a dee p pit feature. which dates the main portion of Clam Covc to the Middle
Woodland period, similart o Davidson Cove . During these cxca vntions, Deal (2004 :13)
also recovered a number of poucry sherds which were decorated in a linear dentate
design, indicative of the Middle to Late \Voodland period s. In 2()()..t-2005, excav ations at
Clam Cove were continued by Deal and Halwas, and produced a number of stone
artifacts . including come r-notc hed projecti le points. scrapers. fishingweightsor
plummets. hammer stones, cores , and a large amount of lithic debitage. A second
the shell midden reported byJ ohn Erskine, provides a chronologica l marker for thc Latc
Woodland compon entofthe site.Anumber ofh istoric artifactswere also recovered
durin g this field seaso n (Halwas 2006 :22).
Aside from site excavation, an analysis of floral remains has also been conducted
on sediment samples from Clam Cove. Conduc ted by Sara Halwas (2006) , the samples
produ ced a variety of edible plant species including strawberry, blueberry.eld erberry,
and raspberr y (2006 :59). Based on the artifact assemblage andtheO oraI analysis, it can
bc assurned that Clam Cove was used as an indigenous camp site du ring the \Voodland
periods(DeaI2004b; Halwas2006). lti s also possible thatitmayh avebeenthe
habitation component associated with lithic procurement at Davidson Cove.
The site ofSt. Croix is located in the Minas Basin proper, on the SL Cro ix Rivcr
dra inage in Hunts County, Nova Scotia . On the banks of the river, this site can be
descr ibed as a key location for subsistence activities related to anadromous Fish-runs of
salmona nd gaspcre au(E rskine n.d.; DcaI2007 ; lIa lwas2 006).
Although the work conduc ted by Erskine in this area was mini mal, the material
culture he recovered was clearly represent ative of a rnulti-compon cnt site. Later
excavation s by Deal not only corroborat ed this hypothe sis but also yielded date s
supporting continual occup ation from the Early to Late Wood land period s (DeaI2 oo?) .
Dating was conducted using the thenn oluminescence dating techniqu e (Godfrey-Smith ct
al. 1997)o nsa mples of ills illl pottcry,as wellas radiocaroon datingofcharcoalsa mples.
Charcoa l and so il samples were also recovered for palcocthnobotanical analysis.
Relative 10 the sites described above, most of the lithic materials recovered from
Sl. Croi x are associatedwi 1h theS cots Bayf ormation. lti sbc lieved1h at groups utilizing
the habitation site of St. Cro ix would have exploited the chert outcrop located at
Davidson Cove for production of various stone too ls, To date. the identifica tion of Scots
Bay chert at St. Croix has been based on visual identificatio n only (Burke 2000; Deal
2(03) . Cons idering this, a variety of projectile points was recovered from the site that can
bca ttributed to various stages of the Woodland period. Aside from Scots Bay cbcrt.
materials included \Vhite Rock Quartzite, local Quartz. and a possib le projecti le point
made of Mistassini chert from the northern regions of the Quebec/Labrador border. A
variety of ceramic fragments were also recovered. exhibiting an assortment of different
designs, which further bolstered the original interpretation that St. Croix was as a
The Melanson site, King Co.• is one of the most significants itcs in Nova Scotia.1t
stretches over 60 acres of land along the Gaspc reau Riverdr ainage( Nasha nd Stewart
1990:187). Identified as a multi -com ponent village site, Melanson (BgDb-7) has
experienced a series of excavations revealing dates which range from the Middle to Late
\Voodl and periods, based on various projectile point styles, ceram ic styles,a nd
radiocarbon testing. It has been suggested that Melanson' s location on the banks of the
river, and in close proximity to quarrying areas reflect its length of use and the large
population it may have supported (Nash and Stewart 1990 ).
The Melanson site was originally recognized by co llectors in the area . but most
notably was tested by John Erskine in 1957 (Nash and Stewart 1990:1). Subsequent
excav ations were undertaken by George F. McDonald in 1965 and againin l9 86 byN ash
and Slewart. lnco njunctionwi lh privalcco llcclio nsa ndErs kinc·s inilialfi ndings. Nash
and Stewart have summarize d the findings at the Mclanson site. co nsideri ng its
importa nce in the wider landscape.
Evidence supports the notion that Melanson was situated to lake advantage of
anadromous fish-runs. much like St. Croix. It is hypothesized by Nash and Stewart
(1990:36) that Melanson was a seaso nal camp-site. related to exploitation of smelt and
gasperau. Simiiaritiescana lso bes een in the lithica rtifacts rccovered from Melanson and
St. Croix. It appears the indigenous populations at Melanson also utilized the local
outcrops of White Rock quartzite and transported preforms of Scots Bay chert . from
Davidso n Cove, or some other quarry related to the North Mount ain formation (Deal
It is also important to note. given Melanson 's location. that acquiring lithic
material from the quarry would have required a journey of over 51.5 kilomctersb y canoe
from the habitation sire. while by land it was only 22.4 kilometers from Melanson (Nash
and Stewart 1990:198). Nash and Stewnrt (1990:198) stnteth ntm nnyhi storic trails exist
in the area, perhaps related to prehistoric travel routes. thus making land travel ave ry
distinct possibility. Relevant to this argument arc the thousands of waste flakes which
were encountered during the 1986 cxcavations, highlighting the Iithic rcduction
undertnken on-site (Nnsh nndSt ewnrt 1990:198).
·U .S Gas pereauLakeComplex
Gasperea u Lake is located l2km inland from the Minas Basin via the Gaspc rcau
River. Likcm ostp arts of NovaS cotia. Gaspereau Lake has a sloping Iandscapecovered
by a mixed forest. It is widely believed that indige nous pcople in this rcgionwou ldt ravel
the Gaspe reau River to utilize the abundant resources of the Minas Rasin(Laybolt I99 1:
The area immedi ately around thc lake has revealed a large numbe rofsites within
the last 50 years . garnering interest from both professional archaco logists and private
collectors. To date,exc avations have beenco nductcd by George F. McDonalda nd John
Erskine dur ing the 1960s. while more recent surveys have becn conductedinthe l980s
and 1990s by various individuals. includ ing Laybolt (1998). Nash and Stewart
(1990. 199 1). and Dcal (1988- 1989)
Evidence from Gaspcrcau Lake suggests that occ upation has been morc or less
continual from thcP alcoindi anp criod (II .500t o 9.000BP)th roughth c Wood land period
(3.000 to 500 BP). Paleo-Indian projectile points occur in private collections and arc
docume med at thc Erskine Site (BfDa-5). identified by Joho Erskinc io l967( Laybolt
1999:22). However, due to a lack of provenience in this region from looting activities.
this time period is best understood from work conducted at the Debert site where
extensive early Paleo-Indian occupation have bcen uncovered,
For the purposes of this thesis, I will be focusing on those mult i-com ponentor
Wood land sites identified by the Minas Basin Archaeologica l survey . Work in this region
was conducted during the 1988 field season by Deal and revealed multiple sites which
included : Fishladder site (BfDd-9). Dam site (BfDd- IO). Burnt Bone Beaeh site( BfDd-
8). Cadet Beach site (BfDd- 1I). Cement Cross site (BfDd- 12). JL-6 (BfDd-13). Landing
site (BfDd- 14). and Schaffer 's Camp site (BfDd-7) . The majorit y of these are located on
lhcn orthem portion ofthelakc,nc arth cc onflu cncc ofth eG aspcreauR iver and
GaspcrcauLak e.
Thi s area can best be understood as a whole. Therefore. the following
information will be summarized as the "Gaspcrcau Lake Complex", rather than each site
being discussed. Traditionall y. the term 'complex' in archaeology is used to describe a
set of traits seen universally across several sites. In this sense. 'compl ext will bc uscd to
define the above sites from a regional perspective , as they arc all closely related. both
geographieally and tempora lly.
Interpretations regarding artifacts recover ed from the GaspcreauLakeComplcx
arc the result ofacombination of collections researc h and survey wa rk. Com monalities
bclweenlh e sitesi nclude arti factsr epresenling multi·component occupations although. as
previou sly mentioned. looting is a complicating factor tl. aybo lt 1999). The occupations
range from the Early Archaic to the Late Woodland and although evidenc e for Paleo-
Indian habitation has been seen in private collecti ons. it has not been encountered
archaeologically.
A wide range of artifacts can be attributed to this compl ex and are characteristic
of thc long· tcnnoccupationof thea rca. Projcc tilc points rangingacross the Archaic and
Woodland periods, as well as gouges, plummet s. adzes and whetstones. have been
recovered. The site of Burnt Bone Beach is onc of the few known protohistoric camp
sites in Nova Scotia. with multiple historic artifacts such as glass trade beads and a
tinklingconc (Laybolt 1999. Dcal 1989).
Althou gh there is a wealth of evidence fromthc region , within both publican d
privateco llection s,v ariousfactorsh avem ade itdiffi cultforresearchers to truly
understand the extent to which this region was utilized bypreh istoric peoples (Laybolt
1999).M anyoftheearlychronologiescreatedfort heM aritimeProvincesare based on
work conduc ted in the northeastern United States, most notably New England (Davis
Like most parts of Nova Scotia, the prehistory of the Gasperea u Lake Complexis
not well understood due to a lack of archaeological Investigatio ns. which is further
compoundedbycountlessincidencesoflooting.S itesarcoftenfound near a main
highway, like those listed above , making them extreme!yeasy to access. Understand ing
the prehistory of this region is additionally comp licated by, " the des truct ion of prehistoric
sites by coas tal subsidence and thc alteration of thc province 's interior through the
damming of rivcrs and lakes" (Laybolt 1999:2). In thc Gaspcrcau Lake region, water
levels arc regularly rising and falling. rcvealing an abundance 0 f artifacts scattered along
The landscape of the Minas Basin has been greatly altered by both natural and
human forces. The extreme tidal action of the Bay of Fundy.fhc Iluctuating water levels
of Gaspere au Lake and looting have all contributed to the way the record isunde rstoodin
the province. As a whole. this region requires an approach which involves working with
com munities to review private collections. while expanding on preliminary investigations
conducted by both professional anda vocational archaeologists.
Rather than relle cting on the importa nce of each site in the landscapc
individually. the act of conceptualizing the past is best suited when many sites are viewed
together. From the evidence discussed above. it is clear the Minas Basin provided a
wealth of resource opportunities during the Woodland period which inlluen ced the
seasonal rounds of the indigenous cultures that inhabited these sites. Thu s the act of
procurin g lithic resources can be considered as part of a larger economic structure rnther
than individual. specialized trips 10 quarrying locations.
ChapterS : Anal)·sis and Comparison ofAs.~emblages
This chapter discusses the results of analyses of the asse mblages from the
Davidson Cove, Clam Cove and St. Cro ix sites. The data collected on debitagep attem s,
material distributi ons and artifact frcqucncies at each site proved to bcwi dcly divergcnt.
However. a constant remained: Scots Bay chert was utilized at all thrcc. and in larger
quantities than all other materials.
As discussed in previo us chapte rs, Scots Bay chert s have long bcen hypothesized
to be import ant geolog ical resources to the Late Woodland pcop lesofNova Scotia and
beyond. Further research suggests that Scots Bay cherts have also occur at other sites
within the Maritimes, and into the state of Maine (Burke 2000 ; Nash and Stewart 1991)
Although my analyses did not a!low for such an extensive investigation of Scots Bay
chert and its far-reaching utilization, it is my hope that this chapterw ill begin to shed
light on the importance of this lithic material and how these sites might relate to other
contempora neous settlements within the area surrounding the Minas Basin.
This chapterbc ginsw ith adi scussionof rawm aterial use,includ ing the use and
import ance of heat treating as well as a descrip tion of artifacts recovered frorn cach site.
Finally, I present a present an analysis of the dcbit age, which touches on striking
platfonn s.tenninationtypc s. andfl ake sizedi stributions.
Iconciude this chapter by sullllllarizing llly results and providing solllc firstilll prcssions
of lhc dataco llcctcd.A morcco mprchcnsivc intcrprctation is prcscnled in the next
chapter, reco unting Ill y concl usio ns and discussing the larger archaeo log ical implications
of the data provided here .
Exa mining the movem ent of Late Woodland cultures ill No va Sco tia bytracing
period in the Minas Basin of Nova Scotia
discuss the other materia ls in the co llections . partic ular ly from SL Croix. present ing the
variousq u3ntiticsandv3ric tics oflit hics uscd on c'lchsite.
Figu re 5.2 Expe r imenta lly heat -tr eat ed Scots nay chert d ebit a ge (Courtesy ofTi m Rn...t
Photo by Catherine I.. Jalbert)
5.2.1 Heat Tr eat ing
Thc proccss of hcat trc31ing hashc cn widcl y discussedh y experilllcntal
archaeo logists over the past 50 year s. A Iargc body ofw ork on the topic cxi sts . Jnclud ing.
1110st notabl y, Purdy ( 1974 . 198 1). Cra btree and Butlcr (196-1). and lI oll11cs ( 1893. 1894.
19 19). \Vhilc not ncw. thc importancc o f undcrstanding thc lllcchanics o f heat-treating
proves fund ament al to lithic analyses. These experime ntal studics are extrcmc lyu sefu l
whcn attcmptingt oaddre ssfr acture l11cchanicsand the lithicrcd uction sequences as a
\Vhcn discussing the usc of raw materia ls at Late Woodl and sites in Nova Scotia
we must also consider the ways in which materials were altered befo re being knapped
The Scots Bay chert materia l (Figure 5.1). as discussed in Chapter 2. js a material which
exhibits abundant impuritie s. Thi s material would have bccnquite difficult to knap in its
natural state asqu arriedfromthe geologicalfonnation . lti scle arthat in order to
overcome vugs (cavities) and the general irregularities found wit hin this material. heat
treating would have played an essent ial role in the manufacturin gp rocess, by altering the
compo sition of the stone and hence itskn appingqu ality.
According to Hellweg (1984:24), in order to heat treat lithic malerials. the proper
application of heat is gradual. eventually achieving a tempera ture of appro x 500 ·700
degrces Pahrenheit. lti st houghtt hat through heat-trea ting the stonecxperiences
microscop ic fractures, essentia lly wcake ning it and making it much easier to knap
(lIe llwcg I984 :24).T hisca n bc donc by placing thc lilhicsi na pilwi lh hot coals and
burying it, allowing it to reach the desired temperature ove r a period of time, presumably
so the stone docs not shatter from too much heat being applied ato nec.
Oncc heat-treated, Scots Bay chert turns white to pinkish white, a much lighter
colour than its natural state (Figure 5.2). The debitagc and diagnostic artifac ts made of
Scots Bay chert from the Davidson Cove quarry/works hop all appear to be heat-treated
chert, some exhibi ting the signature pot-lid fractures, which occu ra s a result of
expansion and contraction during the firing process (Andrefsky 2005:260). \Vhen the site
of Davidso n Cove was excavated during the2 003 fields cason, asca ttering of charcoal
was evident in a majorit y of the excavation units (personal communication. Michael Deal
During my analysis of the collections. I did not observe a single arti fact or piece
of debitage crafted from Scots By chert that did not appear to be heat-treated . This
consistent pattern strongly suggests that in order to make this lithic material workableit
needed to be altered before initial reduction. Presumably . if the majorityof materialwas
heat treated before bcing transported away from the quarry/workshop site it would bc
fair ly easy to identify in other collections.
5.2.2 Davidson Cove and Scots Bay cher t
Of the materi als at Davidson Cove. IO{)% of the collection examined was of Scots
Bay chert. Consider ing the classification of Davidson Cove as a quarry/work shop site,it
would he logical that all or most of the materials in the assemblage would be derived
from the source being quarried. Howcvcr this cvidcncc furthcr suggcsts that no or lillie
rejuven ation of artifact s of differ ent lithic materials was occurring at this locatio n
lnstead. xuch activities may have taken place at the habitation componen t or camp-site of
Davidson Cove. Although it has yet to be identified. it is thought tob e the site of Clam
Support ing the latter inference is the ove rwhelming pattern of lithic selectivity in
the debitage from Davidson Cove which produced only chert and no chalcedony.F rom
this evidence it can be inferred that: I) chalcedo ny was found in too few nodules to
produce a large amount of waste comparable to chert reduction; 2) it was transported to
another location for processing or; 3) processing occ urred in adi fferen t area of the
Davidson Cove site which was not investigated durin g the 2003 field season. Considering
that this location was purported to be used for apcri od that could span 2000 years (Deal
2003) . it wou ld be expect ed that this material would be highly visible in this location
a!ongside the chert waste from stone tool production
Table 5.1: Material types pr esent in the Clam Cove and Sf. Croix collectio ns.
Clam Co ve 44( 77)
StCroix 211(48.2)
12 (21) 1 (1.8) 0 57(99 .8)
7(1.5) 101(23 .1) 92(21) 27(6.2) 438( 100)
• Davidson Cove bad 100% Scots Bay materialsin the collection. Only debitageis accoumed for bere and
diagnostic artifacts are ne t inc!uded. They will be discussed later in lhc chaprcr
After analyzingt hedebi tage int ermsofmaterial typesfromtheSt. Croix and
Clam Cove sites( Table5 .1), the vast majority of the recove red artifacts are composed of
materials from the Scots Bay form ation. The Scots Bay cherts domin ate the co llections.
However, the likely preferred chalcedonies and jaspe rs (Figure 5.3), which are superior in
knupping characteristics, were also present.
At Clam Covc.d cbi tage ofSco ts Bay chert represented 77% of the collcction
whilec halccdonyacco untcd for 2 17('( f'igurc5.3) .Co nsidcring thegeographical
proxi mity to Davidson Cove. materials were probably trunsponc d to thc sitc for
processing after undergoing initial reduction at thc quarry/workshop sitc.A lthough othcr
materials, such as quartz. were rare. further archaeologica l investigations might reveal a
grealcr tliversityo f lithics. part icularlyco nsidering thalgro unds tone plummers and an
adze-like artifact were also occ urred in the assemblage from the 200S fl eld season .
At the St. Cro ix site. a considerahlc amount of Scots Bay chert wasalso recovered
(Table 5.1). Appro ximately 507C'of the collec tion was composed ofc hcrt and
chalcedony. Tak ing into account its distance from Scots Bay and the site of David-on
Covci tsclf.thisisa substantialq uantity . Thc otherha lfofthecollcctionwasm ostly
compo sed of the more accessible White Rock quartzite. and thc ubiquitous white quartz.
It is importa nt to note that although a small percentageof matcrials wasa nalyzed
from St. Cro ix. the entire dcbitagc assemblage consisted of about one half Scots Bay
chert (320 1 pieces. 44.4 %), while White Rock Quartzite (2607 pieces. 36. 1%) and quartz
(1406 pieces. 19.5%) represented the nthcr half (Deal 2007). Thcse figures are based nn
matcria ls collcctedduring thc l990fi cld scason. Finally, unidenti fied materials
comprised 6.2% (n= 18) of the St. Cro ix collection. This material couldn otb cid entificd
as comin g from any of the known sources in Nova Scotia by macroscopic identification.
It is likely that they were transported to the site.
From the quantities present in each collection, it is clear that Davidson Cove and
Sco ts Bay chert were extremely important to Late Woodland cu ltures within the Minas
Basin. The heavy utilization of the material at the site of St. Croix shows a rcliancc on
exp loiting and procurin g this resource ut a fair distance from the site.
T a ble 5. 2: Ar tifact Frequencies (%) for Davidson Con (Uhl>c-2). Clam Cove (UhIk -S) and
S~'il?roix ( Il~~:~:la .e ~:;:~ and ~:::.::er ~-:::;.ma1 Scrapers Bifaces To'a l
Cove 21.617(83.8) :;;:~~;~~ t 7 (0.06) 29( 0. 1) 25.758(99 .98)
5.3 Artifact Frequencies
One of the most informative features of a site is the varieties of artifactspr esent.
Collect ively. these can provide a glimpse into the type of site, illustrating its functionand
importance to the inhabitants. The artifac ts presen t can also provide a gtirnpse lruo the
various technological processes in ope ration during the time period in ques tion, while
those that are absent are also significant.
Th is section exami nes the artifac t frequencies at each site, focusingo n relative
abundance. A broader discussion related to the most abundant and specialized artifacts,
primarily the bifaces/pre fonn s, scrapers, and bipolar cores, will bcp rovideda ftera n
overview of each site's artifact frequencies arc discussed.
The artifacts exa mined from Davidson Cove included all tools (formal and
informal) as well as a sample of debitage which constituted approximately 7% of the total
collection from the 2003 field season. In this sense, formal tools refer to artifacts which
were clearly made in a time-consuming manner, whereas informal tools includes items
made expediently, respo nding to immediate need and imposed time constraints. Although
the total collection of debitage and cores/core fragments was not examined,T able 5.2
presentsth et otals recovered frome ach site. lt is clear. duet oth e sheer size of the
collection from Davidson Cove, that a representative sam ple should prove sufficie nt for
Ihiss tudy.
The hypothesis that Davidson Cove acted as a quarry/workshop site is supported
by a review of the totals in Table 5.2. Having on ly examined four of twen ty-one Im x 1m
excavation units from the 2003 field seaso n. the debitage totals coupled with the location
of the site in relation to the exposed Scots Bay chen formation and thenumberof
hammerstones recovered suggest direct exp loitation of this souree.
Of the materials analysed during the 2005 field season. the site ofC Iam Cove
presented a smaller collection of artifacts than to Davidson Cove and St.Croix. Artifacts
primarily consisted of pieces of dcbitagc, and cores/core fragments, as well as some
bifaces and scrapers. One complete projectile point was present as well as three corner -
notched projectile point bases. five preform s and one hamrnerstone,
The St. Croix site had the second largest quantity of lithic arti facts. Debitage and
cores!core fragments represent the most ahundant artifacts recovered from this site,
followed by formal. and finally informal tools (Table 5.2)
Concerning the lithic artifacts. bifaces differ from those recovereda t Davidson
Cove . both in stage of reduction and the range of material types utilized . The cores/core
fragments in the St. Croix collection demonstrated that the indigenous peop les inhabiting
this site likely valued Scots Bay chert (n=80). quartz (n=37) and White Rock quartzite
(n= 17). The presence of cores of Scots Bay chert at this site make it highly likely that
Iravel 10 Davidson Cove was occurring. and this material was being returned to St. Croi x
Undcrslood as a habitations itc. St. Cro ix produccda varietyo fc eramics.
scrapers. bifaccs and project ile points. support ing a range of activities durin g the scasonal
occupationsof thiss ilc during the u ltc \Voodland
period . The bifaces from St. Croix arc more
finished than those from Davidson Cove and many
completed projectile points are present in the
collection IFigure 5.4 ).
Fi~urc5A C()rnern()tchcdpoint
of Scots Ba~' chert from St. Croix
(photo by Catherine L. Jal bert ]
Tahle5.3Stage 1 and 28ifaces/Preformsfrom Davidson Cove
Ca ta leg ue e Material Length Width Thickness
2 16 Scots Bay Chert 10.0 4.9 4.2
220 Scots Bay Chcrt 5.2 4.4 2.5
230 Scots BayCh crt 6.9 2.9 2.1
240 Scots Bay Chert 5.1 5.5 1.9
24 1 Scots Bay Chcrt 7.2 3.2 1.4
252 Scots Bay Chcrt 6.9 3.6 3.3
263 Scots Bay Chcrt 9.0 4.0 2.4
276 Scots Bay Chert 6.0 4.9 2.6
279 Scots Bay Chen 7.5 3.7 1.7
286 Scots Bay Chcrt 6.4 3.1 1.7
3 12 Scots Bay Chert 6.1 3.4 1.7
3 19 Scots Bay Chen 7.9 5.2 3.4
320 Scots Bay Chert 4.3 2.7 1.2
322 Sco ts Bay Chen 5.4 4.0 1.4
325 Scots Bay Chert 7.1 3.7 2.5
330 Scots Bay Chert 6.2 3.1 1.3
332 Scots Bay Chert 4.9 2.4 0.8
334 Scots Bay Chen 6.3 3.5 1.8
338 Scots Bay Chen 6.4 4. 1 1.6
355 Scots Bay Chert 6.9 3.2 2.1
361 Scots Bay Chert 5.2 2.5 0.9
8 Scots Bay Chert 5.3 3.6 1.6
9 Scots Bay Chert 6.6 3.4 1.9
II Scots Bay Chen 6.0 3. 1 1.6
17 ScolsB ay Chcrt 5.2 2.6 1.\
18 Scots Bay Chen 5.6 4.5 2.4
22 Scots Bay Chert 7.1 3.7 2.5
23 Scols BayC hcrt 8.5 6.9 2.6
25 Scots Bay Chert 5.6 3.5 1.6
34.0
32.0
36.0
26.0
66 .0
66 .0
68.0
43.5
29.2
32.0
128.2
20.7
38.7
57.9
30.0
10.7
39.4
39.9
37.6
13.9
25.5
43.7
20.0
5.6
59.9
48.8
202.8
32.3
The designations of preform and biface were based du ring my initiala nalysis on
the stagcso f rcduction proposed by Callahan (1979). as discusscd in Chaptcr4 . Stagcs l-
4. which prima rily deal with the process ofbifacial 1001 prod uction. were identified and
used when ana lyzing the co llections of stone too ls from Davidson Cove,
Clam Cove and S1.Croix. Once the bifuces and preform s were ca tegor ica lly placed into
stages. other attributes present on the artifacts were analyze d andq uant ificd .
This scctione xamines thevarious biface sa ndp refor msrccovcrcd. focusing on
the classificat ion system presented by Ca llaha n (1979). its relation to thc bifuc iul urtifucts
in these assemblages. and the material types present.
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Figure 5.5 Relationship of \Vidth to Thickne ss in Hifuci•al Preforms from Davidson
Cove
Conccm ingbifacial stages. stages I and 2 represent the flake blank as it is first
prepared and the initial trimmin g and cdgingo ft bc bifacc (see CaHaban 1979:0dcH
2003; Morrow 1995). These prelim inary stages were the most abundant in the Davidson
Covc coliection.Many ofth cbi faccs cxhibit a gcncricbifacial shape. but show very little
in the way of concentrated thinning to produce a flancned appcarance.The lack of fun hcr
shaping contributes to the thickness seen inrn ost of the Davidson Cove bifaces. Table 5.3
demonstrates the numberofbifaces recovered durin g the 2003 and 1988 field seasons, all
of which arc within the categories of Stage l orSt agc 2pref onn s
AscvidcnlfromTablc5 .3th cbifaccs/prcformsc xhibit aratbcr'cbunky'quality,
SOI11C being very thick through the mid-section or cross-section of the biface (Figurc 5.5).
According to Odcl l (2003 : IOO),thi s is a factor that is common inSt agc I bifacia l
preforms. the width to thickness ratio being app roxima tely 2:1. Refe rring to Tab le 5.3,
the majority of artifact s fall within this ratio .
The occurre nce of triangu lar midsections can also related to Stagcl . Thist ypc of
thickness, inw hich a2: 1 ratio or greater is observed. can be the resu lt of the triangular
shapco nt he face of the prefonn which takcs hapc during initial reduction. This can be
the result of an inability to overcome imperfection s or an inability to continue reducing
the objec t through thinnin g as a result of incorrect or misplaced strikcs. These mistakes
arc typically irreversible, resultin g in the discard of the arti fact.
Thelrian gularmidseclionsof lhehi face swereoftenassocia ledw ith a series of
step-fract ures. referred 10 as "stacked" step-fractures. As evidcnt by thcir numc. jhcsc
step-fractures occ ur repeatedly within the same viciniry crcaring a stacked appeara nce. It
is clear thai the knapper continually tried to reduce the object \vith muhiplc unsucccssful
strikcs. hoping to produce a fracture which would cf fcc tivc ly removc or reduce the
lriangularmid scClion (ShcllcyI990:188).
Ofn olc. 6pr cfonn s showcdth csc allrihut cs (Figurc5 .7).Whcnquanlifyinglh c
occ urrence of the multipl c vstackcd" step-fractures. specimens which exhibit ed more than
50noncor both faccs wcrcconsidcrcd to fit with in this category.
Thc othcr attributcs observed during analysis included sinuous cdging and
battcring.B oth wcrec ommon.e spcciallyinbifaccswh ichal soexhibitcdtri angular
midsections and "stacked" step fractures. Forpurp oses ofth esc discu ssionsc sinuous
edges can be defined as "wavy"or irregular and exist on theouteredges of the objective
piece (Figure 5.8). These are caused by ineffectual removal of flakes, confined by the
triangular midsection of the biface. The knappcr being unable to reduceth e overall
thickness ofth e artifact,th eed gesbe comc exaggerated,m akingt hem sinuous.
In addition. battering was visible on thc faces. most notably around the areas
which also exhibited the stacked step-fractures. Battcring could be another sign of
attempting to remove flakes incorrectly. By continuallyapplyingf orce to the face of the
biface unsuccessfully, these misplaced blows would inevitably cause battering to some
cxtcnl(Fi gurcS .8).
Figur e 5.8 Biface fro m David son Cove (UhJ>r-2:22). Note the sinuous edges,
starkt-dstepfrarluresand tria l1~u lar midst'rtio l1 ( rh(ll o by Cal heri ne Ja lhert )
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Fig u re 5.9 Re lationship between \Vid th a nd T hic kness in Hifacia l Preforms Irnm St.
Croix
Bascd on lhc man ufactur ing scq ucnccof Callahan( 1974. 1979). lhc hifacesfrom St.
Croix arc I110 st indicati ve of Stage 5. the final thinni ng and shaping oft hc artifact.
Although Callahan ( 1974. 1979) allows l'>r haftinga sa na dd ilional stagc. the first 5
stages of the sequence are most commonly recognized as being minimal manufacturing
rcquircmcnts (Ahlcr I992 :39) . Whcn adap ling Ca llahan· s (1974. 1979 ) sequence 10 Ihis
stageof thc manufactu ring process, it is important to note that it was originally cre ated
for largc bifacial lraditions.p rimarily Clovis. ln lhc caseo fS t. Croix. a Late Woodland
site. it is approp riate 10 discuss Ah lers (1992) c1ass ificution sys tcm for hifuciul
arrowpoints.A lthoughAh lcr( 1992) adoptsa similar manufacturing sequence to
Callahan·s ( 1974. 1979). hcc laboralcs upon il by incorporating lhc acts of hafting.
maintenance and reuse or recycli ng. In this sequence . Stage 5 refcrs to notchi ng. fhis stcp
being cnnsidered nplinnal ln lhek napper (Ahler 1992:4 1).
Figure 5.10 Collection of hifaces (incomplete and complete j f ro m SL Cro ix (photoby
CatherineL. Jalhcrt)
Ihey werebrnken.p rnbably as ar esuit nf use (Figure s . IO).O nly afew exa mples appea r
10 he co mplete. A large major ity of bifaces were made of Whi te Rock quartzite and a few
exa mples were made of Scots Bay che rt (Ta ble SA).
As propose d by Ahler (1992). thc final stage of notch ing is present on some
exampleswhileo thcrsappcared to be pr imar ilys temmed.Asa mcansoffurther tempori.l
rcfinemcnt. comer notchcd poinls arc considered indici.ltive oflh e Late Woodland period
in the Marit imes (Petersen and Sanger 199 1). The two ste rn styles in the co llection
appca rs to hc parllyreJatcd 10 material type: poin ts made of Sco ts Bay chert. wcrc
notched (either comer or side). while points made of White Rock Quartzite were
stemmed. Quartz bifaces (two examples) were both notched and stemmed. This could be.
in part. due to technol ogical requirements at the time ofthe poinr' s productionor pcrhaps
the knapper ' s j udgment of the material' s strength when producin g a stem or.
alternative ly. notches .
Also of note was one point that appears to be made of Mistasstin i chert. an exotic
high quality lithic which originates innorthem Quebec. While the abundance of Scots
Bay materials in the collection supports the hypothesis ofa regionalne tworkoflithic
procurement andu se.th epresence ofth eM istasstinim aterial expands the possibilities.
highlighting the possible importance of exchange and trade networks well beyond the
Maritime regio n. An exa mple which best illustrates this is the Goddard site in Maine.
Archaeo logica l investigations recovered artifacts manufactured from both Mistassini and
Minas Basin materials (Bourque and Cox 198 1).
In tennsofbifacial preforms, the sizes appear to be far more widespread than
those from Davidson Cove. While the latte r consistently had a width of between 2 and 4
ern. the bifacial preforms from St. Croix range betwee n I and 5cm in width. Concernin g
the width to thickness ratio. the bifacial preforms from St. Cro ix mainly fall within a 2: I
or a 3:1 mean ratio. Accordin g to Odell (2003 : 1(0 ),m anyoftheseb ifaces would be
considered Stage I and Stage 2.
The mix of Scots Bay chert and White Rock Quartzite may contribut c to both
stagesb eing presenta tt he site. ltisapparent from Table5 .51hat a majority ofb ifacial
prcformsm ade ofS cotsB ay chcrt have a 3:1 width.thicknes s ratio. while White Rock
Quartzite is mainly 2:1 or less (Table 5.4) . Being a material that is found locally. it would
be logical that some production was likely occurring at thch abitation site. and the White
Rock quartzite transported there for reduction. Following this linc of argurnent. thc
preforms prod uced of Scots Bay chert should show an advanced stage 0 [ production.
since they werc likely transported from Davidson Cove after being reduced to Stage l
bifacial preforms
Table 5.4 \Vhite Rock Quartzite and Unknown Material Preform s from St. Croix
Cata logue # Mat er ia l Leng th Width T hickness Mass (g)
Table 5.5 Scots Bay Chert Pr efor ms from St. Croi x
Ca ta logue # Mate r ia l Len gth Width
Scots Buy Chert
Scots Bay Chert
Scots Bay Chert
t635
Scots Bay Chen
r.s 4.9Scots BavCh en
~iI7t:~~e~;~,~ Relationship between \Vidth and Thickness of Hifachtl Preforms from
A small sample of bifacial preform s was recovered from Clam Cov e. along with
onc co mplctc projcctil c point uud thr ee projectil e point bases.A sw ith thc othcrs itcs
considered in this report , tbcsc bifacial prcfonu s wcre of Scots Bay chcrt. Of thc
projectil e point bases. two were of quart z and onco f Sco ts Bayj aspcr( Figurc5 . 12).As
ill the St. Cro ix asse mhlage these point s arc co rner notched .
As mcntioncd in a previous report hy Halwas (2006: 27- 28). the co mplete
projecti le point recovered from this site has been identifi ed us the gree nish jas per present
inth e Nor th Mount ain form ation . as it appea rs befor e heat trcatin g. This urtifuct is thc
only exam ple of the Sco ts Bay material that was utili zed without heat treat ment.
Ulllikc thc hifac ial prefofms from Dav idsonCovc. lhesc did llotex hib itanyofthe
attributes previously discu ssed resultin g from ineffectual Il akc rcmovu l (i.e .. stacked step
fractures . sinuous edges, and triangular mid sections). Simil urly. rhcy can be co nsidcred
Stage I bifaces. cxhibitinga 2: 1 ratio of width to thickness.
Although a smaller numbcr of bifaciul preform s were recovered than at Davidson
Cove and St. Cro ix. these ca n still yieldconsidera blc infor mation in terms ofsitc
functio n. Given the lack of dehitage at Clam Cov e. it can be inferrcd that littlcknapping
activityoccurrcd.andh ifaceswere likcly transpor ted to this locationa lrcady rcJ lIccd to
the Stage I form. Given its proximit y to Davidson Cove, this site may have actcd as one
of the many way-po ints used dur ing the seaso na l round s of gro ups inhab iting the area, as
they made their way to other summer ca mp sites in the region, such as SrCroix and
Figure 5.12 Complete and Incomplete J)ia~nostks from Clam Cove.
(P hoto by Catheriue LcJnlbert)
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Fi~u re5. 13 Davidson Co ve scra pe rs (phOIOby Catherine L. Jalbert)
5.5 Scrapers
Among the too!s fou nd at the Davidson Cove site. scrapers werc thcsecond
largest catego ry repre sented. with 17 spec imens (Figure 5. 13). The major ity appear to he
thumbnail scrapers. lo ofw hich were made of Scots Bay chert and 0 nc cxarnplc made of
Sco ts Bay chalcedon y.
Davidson Cove had hy far the largest numb er of scrapers of the thrce sites. Th is
co uld hc duc to kill process ingo n-s ile. Howeve r. the lacko fa nysorto fca l1lp-sitcof
domest ic co mponent al Davidson Cove docs 110 1 support this. The scra pcrscould also he
an ind ication of the variety o f too ls that we re prod uced here, in an cx ped ien t ma nncr,
cffcc tivcly utilizing timc andc ncrgyon lrips to thes ite. What remains unc lear is why so
many scrapcrs in relatively good condition were aband oned at thc quarry/wo rkshop si tc.
To datc. llo llsc wcar analysis hasb ccn conductcd on scrapcrs from Davidson Covc.
All five of the scrapers recovered from Clam Cove (Figure 5,14 ) all arc (humbnail
scra pers . similar to those recove red from Dav idson Cove . In term s of material. two were
co mpos ed of Scots Bay chert . two of Scots Bay chalccd on y and one ofquartz. Given the
large numbe r of scrape rs present at David son Cove, it wo uld he reasonable to assume that
these scrapers were both produced in this locution and transported to the cam p-s ite or.
allcrnativ cly.th c appropriat cm alcrial in the form of small co res was knapped at Clam
Cove 10 produ ce these art ifacts when needed . Given the varicti es ofm ateri al and the
absc nccof qui.lnlor Scots Bayc ha lccdo ny dc bilagcat Davidso n Co \'e. the lattcro ption
sec ill S most plausible.
Figu re 5.14 Sc ra pers from C la m C OH' (photo by Catherine L. Jalbert)
5.6lUlmlar cnr es
Bipolar co ring or wedging is the result of a core being struck at a9 0 degrcc anglc
rcfcrrc d loas hammera ndan" il knapping( Shott 1989: 1). Thi s produ ces flak ing from
boththeproximala nddi stalend sof thecorea sthcfracturcrcvcrbcratc sfromthcb Ol(om
and top of' the object simultaneou sly. Because of the mechanics of bipolar coring, the
cnds of thc corc show crushing and no bulb of force is produced (Andrcfsky200 5:27).
In total. II bipolar cores were recovered from Davidson Cove. all made of Scots
Baychcrt (Figure 5. 15). Odcll (2003: 49)ar gucs that bipolar coring orb ipolar flaking is a
method for maximizing or "cconomi zing" on the usc of raw material. Consideringth e
materia l from Davidson Cove , mainly its poor flaking quality , this is an interesting
hypothesis to reflect on. First ofa ll,t hc abundance of this material at the Davidson Cove
quarryin g site would make capitalizing on it by bipo lar corin g almost unnecessa ry. \Vhile
a knappermight want to maximi ze the yield from a high quality stone. doing so on Scots
Bay chert makes little sense.
Another factor to consider regarding bipolar coring is how it diffe rsfrom
conchodiaillaking. thcmo slcom mon nakcproduction lcchniqucs (Andrcfsky2(05)
Whileb oth fonn s can be considcredun complicatcd,in tcnn s of knapping techn iquc
conchodia l na king requires more practice in perfecling the utilization of a multi - or
unidircctional corc. Givcnthc facllh atbothtypcs ofll aking (bipolar and conchodial)
cxist ar this site, it is likely that this is a reflection of mixed skill and/o r mixed technique .
Oft hc IO bipolar corcs recovered from the St. Croix site, three were of Scots Bay
chert, one Sco ts Bayc halccdony , one Scots Bay Jasper and five of quartz. lt is likcly that
bipolarcorcsweretransportcdtoSt.Croixfor use aswe dges ortransported for further
utilization of the higher quality Scots Bay materials. No bipo lar cores of White Rock
quartzite were present.
Compared with the proportions of bipo lar cores recovered from Davidson Cove.
and most notably. St. Croix. only one bipolar core was found at Clam Cove. Considering
the lack of chalcedony deb itage present at Davidson Cove. it is interesting to note that
Ihis hipol"rcorew"s m"deo f ch"lccdony, As previouslyst ated, n could bc that the high-
quality chalcedon ies were being transported off site for further reducu on and.I n this casc ,
optimal reduction. efficiently util izing as much of this high quality material as poss ible.
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Fi~ure 5.15 Collection of bipolar cores or wedges from Da vidson Cove (photo by
Catherine l.i Jalbern
5.7 Debitage
As stated in the Methodology chapter of this thesis. all debitage was first divided
hascdo n lhcf ree-S1"nding lypologic"l analysis prcscnlcd hy Sulli,'"n" nd Rn7cn( 1985),
Once the complete flakes were identified from the samples. the dcbitagc was further
characterizcd bya ttributea nalysisto dctermine the flake tcnllinationsandstriking
pialforms in the hope that these attributes would reveal the types of stone tool prod uction
anam ,lysis ,)[t hc nakc lcnn inalionswa sco nductcd. In this vein, infonnatio nco nccming
The followi ng section details the analysis of debitage from all three sitcs,
highli ghtingthcresultsofthe analysisof strikingp latfonn s andtcnnination points of the
debitagc samplcs.It concludcs with a brief discussion offl akc sizc and weight. providing
some interpretation of the data presented and how it may bcu scd with the other analytica l
mcthodscmp loycdhcr c.
Tahl eS.6I>i stal flake termlnation s and percentag e (%) of shatter or debri s
Site Feather Step lIin~e Outr epasse Sha tte r Absent Tota l
N16E I7 11 (22.4) 16 (32.6) 4 (8.2) 2 (4.1) 4 (8.2) 12 (24 .5) 49 (100 )
2 (66.6) 0( 0.0) 1(33.3) 3(99 .9)
SOW2 189 (21.5) 195 (22.2) 89(10.1) NO (27.3) 159 (18.1)
In terms of stone too l producti on , the flake termination point isdefined by the
distal end of the piece , opposite the striking platform. Thi s attribute can reveal how a
fluke was removed . Most importantly, it can reveal whether a flake was removed
correctly or incorrectly. and if it was removed with an objective in mind (i.e.. in tcnns of
stages of reducti on . or rnanufacture ofa specific kind of tool ). Tenni nations can be
dcfincd as j eather. step.hin ge, or owr epasse.Thi sfc aturc cana Iso be indctennin atein
the sense that it is absent because the flake is not complete. or because the piece is
considcrcds hatter or debris. displaying undcfincd charactcristics
A j eather termination can be defined as a flake with a vcry sharp distal cnd. Thcsc
types of terrninations are very commo n on bifacia l thinning Oakes (Andrefs ky2005) .A
hinge termination is similar to a feather termination but rather than having a sharp distal
cnd,a hingc tcnn ination is rounded. Feather and hinge termination types represent thc
two which are considered 'co mpietc' during lithic debitage analysis
A step termination is defined by an almost 90 degree break where the force
abruptly tum si ntot heo bjec tive piece .Thi s typcoftermin ation causesa 'stepfracturc '
which was discussed inth c Bifaces and Prcfonn s (5.4) secrion of this chapter . An
autrepasse or plunging tcnn ination is when "the distal endo f a flake tums toward the
objec tive piece , removin g the lowcrcnd of the objective piece. and creating a detached
piece that has a large dislal end relative to the proximal end" (Andrefsky 2005:259). Thi s
type of termin ation is often thought to be intentional. dependin g on the shape lhekn appcr
wishes the objective pieccto lake.
As cvidcnt inT ablc 5.6.0avidson Covc cxhibitcd all typcs ofll akct enninations
discussed here. The absentca tcgory in the table refers to flakes that were broken and did
not exhibit a tcnn ination point. Excavation unit N I6 E I7 had 30.6% comp lete flakes
(fcather and hingc tenn inations). 32.6% incomplete (stcp tcrmin ations) and the remaining
32.7%indetenni nate. In N35 EI7 . not all llaketenninationswc repre sent with on ly 3
flakes aoalyzed from this unit. Although
unit durin g the 2005 field season. this
sample fulfilled the purposes of this
study and the random sampling
technique emplo yed.
Ta ble 5.7 Var iati on in mat eri al type or
debitage at~::'~~::;r from Ci~~,:::::~
CN=S) IN= (I)
Slep 0 5 (~5A)
Ilinge/Feat her 5 (~5.~) 6 (5~A)
Finally, excava tion unit SO\V2 yielded the largest quantity of flakes in the sample
used for this study. The indetenninat c and incomplete flukes were by far the biggest
group represe nted. composing 68.0% of the population whereas completefl akes
represented only 32.0%.
In general. the Clam Cove site produced a low quantity of flakes during thc200l
field season. A relatively similar number of complete vs. indeterminate flakes were
represented: 40.7% featherlhingetenn inations and 40.7% indeterminate. Ieaving
approximatcly I8.5% represcnting thes tcp terminationca tcgory (Table 5.7)
Lastly. at St. Croix. 33.0% of the flakes analyzed had a feathcr or hingc
termination while 18.0% exhibited a step termination . Similar to the samples of debitage
Table 5.8 V;:C:t~tion in;:~~el~:~. 1 t)'P~\'~~I~ ~I~:~age attr~I~~:~" from S~n;~:~:site
lIav Cherl Chalcedon)' Ouar tzltc
Hinge/Feather 16 (5 1.6) 0(0 .00)
Step 15 (48.3) 1 noo:
Note: Percentage in parentheses
7 (70)
3(3 0)
2(22 .2)
7(77.7)
from Davidson Cove and Clam Cove . a high perce ntage of indctcrminate flakes were
present (49 .0%) (Table 5.8) .
Whcn considering debitage attributes, it is also import ant toc onsider the types of
material that arc present As previously stated. the site of Davidson Cove co nsisted solely
of Scots Bay chert. Although only a small number of flakes were reco vered. the same can
be said for Clam Cove in that the dcbitage represen ted in the sampie from this site
co nsisted of a mixture o f Sco ts Bayc herta nd chalcedony. As evident in Table 5.7,a
larger number of complete flakes were recovered . regardless of material type.
At the 51.Cro ix site, the majority of flakes were of White Rock Quartzite and
Scots Bay chert. An almost even number of feather termin ations and hinge/step
tenn inationswererecoveredofScots Bay chert. while a slightlyhi gher percentage of
hinge/step terminations were recovered of White Rock Quartzite material. Given the
distance from Davidson Cove. it is likely that further reduction 0 ccurred at St, Croix once
the preform s were transport ed there.
Ta ble5 .9 Frequencies ( % ) or striking plat forms ut Davidson Cove
Cor tical Flat Complex (l\Iullifaccledl Abraded Indeterminate
5.7.2 Str iking l' latrorms
The striking platform is the area in which force was directed to the objective piece
to rcmovc afl akc.Thi sd cbitagc attribu tc canrevealin fonn ationrc garding thcl ypcs of
percussion used. the type of reduction occurring and can direct reseurchers to make
inferences regarding the arnount of time invested in the prcparation of thc objecuvc piece.
The striking pJatfonn s that arc most prevalent are con ical. flat.co mplex and
abraded. The sirnplest of these are I) cortical. which represents pieces of debitagc that
havc cortc xm akingupthe strik ingp latforma nd 2)fl at. whichd ocsn ot exhibit any
alteration. As reduction continues the striking platform may become more co mplex. in
that it can become multifaceted. This represents a platform from which multiple flakes
have been removed. and often represents an advanceds tage in the manufac turing proccss .
An abraded striking platform shows that the surface where the f lake was removed was
prepared, thus lndlcating that more care was taken with the objecti vep iece.
At Davidson Cove it is clear that a substantial portion (50%) of the rnaterials did
noth ave adi scemable striking platfonn (Table 5.9).Thesepi cces were either incom plctc
or brokcn pieces of debitage or shatter. This high percentage of shatterca n result from
tesling of chcrtb locks at theq uarry/workshop site.A sidc fromth ese, almost 23% oft he
collection is comprised of pieces with a flat striking platform, andl 2% of pieces with a
complex or multifaceted platfonn . Finally. 10% represents corticaI striking platforms,
and only 1% could be identified as abraded.
Fi~ure5. 1 6Size dist rih ution r{) r nakessa l1lpled from Davids{)nCO\Ie
5.7.3 Ftake Slze and w elght
Whi le lith ic analysts rclyo n manydiffcrent attributes to inforrnth eir
interpretations of reduction stages. one of thc most reliable and replicable of these is
wcight (Andrcfsky 2005:98). Supportcdby a large body of work of experi rnemal
archaeology (sec Lyons 1994; Magne andP okotylo 1981; Shott 1994). researchers find
that weight will often infonn other fluke attributes. Comb ining infonn ation about weight
with fla ke sizes (length and width) will hypothetically provide a very accurate picture of
reduction stages at any site. As Root (1992:67)a rgucs. in examiningth e waste-debris
from the manufacture of flaked stone tools. size . although one of the mostb asicfonns of
data in lithic analysis . can greatly inform our knowledge rega rding a range of reduction
technologies and aid in making important inferencesco nccm ing suchp racticcs.Giv enth c
size of the collection analyzed from the Davidson Cove site, infonn ction conccming
flake size could easily be obtained
For this thesis, flake size classes wercderived bydi vidingt he maximum lengthof
the flake by the weight. as thickn ess was not recorded for comp lete flakes in this analysis.
It is hoped that this would allow flakes to be placed into size classes more readily
(Andrefesky 2005:102). Given the field sampling methods employed at Davidson Cove
size classes smaller than 5mm in length are not considered in this analysis. By
charac tcrizing the size grades in this manner, and comparing the results with width. the
various size grades present within the assembl age aredetennined.
Usually. experim ents related to lithic analysis are able to separate debitageb ased
on many different reducti on events. In the case of thescco llections. rcsults may be
skewed as many different types of lithic manufacture may have occ urred at the same site
(Palterson I990:550).A hhoughexci udedl hrough thef ree-standing typology,broken
flakes and shatter will also be discussed in conjunctio n with the resultsprodu cedfro mt he
analysis of the complcte flakes .
According to Palterson(l990:55 1), llake sizes fall along an exponentialc urve
when bifacial reduction is was practiced . This curve appear s to be uniquet o bifacial
reductio n. which produ ces a majorit y of smaller flakes. Whcn applying this hypothcsis to
the data collected from Davidson Cove , there appears to be a somcwhat different curve
fonn . Flakes graphed by number and by length give a fairly irregulardi stribution (H gure
5.16). As previou sly noted . this might be expected when manydifferenr manuf ucturing
sequences occurred in the same location. typical of a quarry/workshops ite. This irrcgular
distribution could also be caused by different types of manufacturing processes (Patterson
1990:550). When considering the function of the Davidson Cove site and the extensive
time pcriodoverw hich it was likely utilized. may contribute to the atypicaldis tribution .
However. becau se offi cld sampling techniques. debi tage smaller than tA inch was not
included making it diffic ult to know if the true curve form isexponentia I or bimoda l.
When examining the flakes plotted by average flake size (1cngthlwci ght)v s.
width. a more c1carly defi ned relationship can bc sccn (Figure 5.18). It isa pparcn tt hat
the majority of flakes from Davidson Cove arc relatively small (between I to 2cm2 in
size). In a similar study conducted by Leblanc (1996: 109), she auributedt hissortof
distribution to the producti on of bifaces, and I would argue that a similar claimc an bc
made for Davidson Cove. At a quarry!workshop site. it would bc expcctedth atbifacial
reduction would account for the majority of flakes recovered .
Although this prod uced a comparab le result to l'att crsoo ' s (1990) study (Figurc
5.17). it should be mentioned that he used all flakes present. rather than justco nsidering
the compl etefl akes.A lso.consideration shouldb e givent oth efact that he produced
these results as part of a set of controlled experiments. In this light . the results from
Davidson Cove (Figure 5.16) may be due to multiple manufacturing eve nts. A higher
pcrcentageo f these flakes. may. however. be a result of the same manufacturing process,
in this case. the init ial stagesof bifacia J reduction. It is encouragingt o imagineth at a
similar result would be seen if the entire collection of flakes were anaIyzedfromth is
assemblage.
Fi~ure5.17Flake.sizedistrihutionrorhiracialreduction , Experimen t Il .
(Ada pled from Pa Uerson I990:SI)
FigureS.ISFlake-sile (S)dislributionforO.,"idson C... "e. (S: /englhlweight)
Throu gh this analysis, it is clear that the Seots Bay materials were quite important
totheindigenousculturesinh abitingth e areas surroundin gth eMinas Basinduringth e
Late Woodl and period: a large majo rityo f lithics comin g from this gcologica l formation.
As the only known area which provides access to exposed bedroc k in which this material
occurs. Davidson Cove continues to be the most likely point of origin for Scots Bay
chert . Othe r possible sources of this material have bcen sugges ted to be Isle Haute and
Cap D'Or . which also have areas of the exposed outcrop . Althoughth ese sites were
inhabited contemporaneously with Davidson Cove. no evidence has been recove red to
support extensive quarrying or stone tool reduction in these areas, In pan. this could be
the result of changing sea-levels in the Bay of Fundy, flooding arcas that poten tlally held
archaeologica l sites which relate to quarrying practices in this region (Sable 20 10:5). It
should also be noted however that the jaspers and chalcedo nies of the Scots Bay
While there few diagnostic artifacts were recovered from Davidson Cove. the
radiocarbon dates suggest a two-fold interpretation. Consider ing the rate of heat-treating
present in these collect ions, it is clear that the charcoal recover cd for radiocarbon dating
could bc the result of either this processing technique or generic camp fires. which are
equally Iikely considerin g the cold c1imatc ofC apcSplit (Ila lwas2006). Although
diagnostic arti facts are lacking at Davidson Cove, the appearance 0 f heat-treated
diagnostics and other artifacts of Scots Bay mater ials at the Ciam Cove and St. Croix
sites make it possible to assume a direct association with the quarry/workshop there. or ut
least a similar quarry site, during the Late Woodland period
When analyzing the collectio n from Davidson Covc, it is clear that the material is
not ideal forknapping, given the abundant impurities. yet this location was visited often.
ifn ot seasonally, to exploit the lithic resources. But why? Was this the only known
quarry in the area. and therefore were people forced to make do with thcm atcrials as
those that were most readi ly available? Or did it serve more than a practical purpose.
possibly being a place of spiritual importance?
Thebi faces found in this collection are clearly the product of poor knapping
skills. low material quality, or a combination of both. While heat-treating helped making
the stone more workable. it still appears to be fairly unforgiving whcn knappcd.
Nevertheless. this material continued to be widely utilized throughout the region
Despite the fact that the Scots Bay lithics were the most common in the
assemblagescon sidcred here, the groups living in this area also clear ly placed great
importance on utilizing other local materials. White Rock quartzitc available along the
Gaspcreau Rivcr,an dw hite quartz can also be considered popular choices amongst the
indigenous population at St. Croix. Being scattered throughout Nova Sco tia, theyw ere
likcly casyt o acquir e. Exploitingth ese matcrialsn earth e camp-site would havelimi tcd
thc timc needed to travel elsewhere. and may have been collected when trips to the Scots
Bay quarry were not possible .
The assemblage from SL Croix cxhibitcd quite am ix ofm aterials.Th el arge
number of complete/b roken projectile points as wcll as the presence of pottc ry supports
Given the amo unt of lithic dcbitcgc present, in varying materiaIs. it can be hypothesized
that St. Croix wasu sed form aintenance of materials from afar andrcductionlproduction
of the local materials. such as White Rock quartzite. This is not to say that core reduction
of the Scots Bay materials did not occur at this site; it isju st more likely that the preforms
were created at Davidson Cove before being transported to SL Croix. Deal (1989 )
sugges ts that St. Croix may have also acted as an area of distribution where blanks or
preforms were exc hanged with other indigenous groups in the area.
The site of Clam Cove appears to present a comparable picture. Although it can
be considered in close proximity to Davidson Cove, it is likclyth at initial reduction of the
Scots Bay lithics occurred at the quarry before being transported to this site. Although it
is hypothesized to be the habitation site for Davidson Cove, the Iithicsp rovide one of the
only links between the two, aside from a contemporaneous radiocarbon dates. Among the
artifacts rccove rcd in 2005 were two groundstone fishing weights and a number of
ceramic sherds. This evidence tends to support the habitation ciaim.Wh ether orn otth is
was the habitation for Davidson Cove is yet to be detcrmined. u stte closer to the quarry
might yet be undiscovered.
In conj unctio n with the diagnostic artifacts recovered, another important facet of
this research was the debitage analyzed from the Davidson Cove ,C lam Cove and St.
Cro ix sites. Th rough the combination of attribute and flake size analyses, we can better
understand what types of manufacturin g processes were occurring 0 n each site. The idea
that bifacial reduction was likely occurring at Davidson Cove is supporicd by the flakc
size data, bUIalso by the analysis of striking platforms.
The exclusion of broken tlakes and pieces of shatter, although tellin g inth eir own
right , can alsob e combin edwiththc infonn ation gaincdfromindividualtl ake analysis to
paint a more complete pictur e of the range of activities occurrin g 0 n site.Although some
of these pieces of debitage may also illustratebifacial reduc tion,th eirpresenceinthe
collection can also be attribut ed to activities such as initial or bipolar core reduction.
namely the testing of chert cobbl es
In short, there is much to bel eamed from thc debitage presented in this chapter.
Not only docs it support to certain hypotheses regarding thequ arry/workshop site. it
helps identif y the activities within the various camp sites and how they may diffe r from
(or bc similar to) that at the quarry, presenting a dynamic pictureof Late Wood land sites
in this region of Nova Scotia .
Throughout this chapter. I have presented information obtain ed from the analysis
ofdebitage and associa ted tools. both formal and informal, recovercd from the Davidson
Cove . St. Croix. and Clam Cove sites. It is clear that indigenous groups in this area
intensivcly uti lized the Scots Bay materials and depended on themintheird ailyliv es.
While collections from j ust three sites were analyzed. thcu seofthis material is likely
extensive and can be linked to other sites within the region throughva riouss ite rcports.
From the information gleaned through this research. past interpretations regarding
the classification of these sitcs arc bolsrcrcd. und we can begin to delve deeper into the
function and importance of these sites in the Late Wood land period.B y linkingmu ltiple
sitcs in thc rcgionwccan bcgin to model the underlyingsocio-cconomic network, in
which acquisition and produ ction of stone tools was a vital component of the livesofthc
indigenous inhabitants.
Chapter 6: Discussion and Conclusions
Thi s chapter examines how thc archaeolog ical data from the sites 0 fDa vidson
Cove, Clam Cove and SL Croix aid in constructing a regional model of subsistence
strategies, mobi lity and technological organization inth eMi nas Basin region. Drawing
from the results of lithic analyses of these assemblages, it is c1eart hat a certain
dependence on Scots Bay materials existed during the LateWoodla nd,m aking lithic
procurement practices a factor when considering movement and resourceutili zationin
this region. Here, I attempt to infer how this affected the indigenous cultures that utilized
the landscape both socially and economically, examining how lithic technology may
reveal aspects ofa society that arc only subtly reflected through the other material
culture left behind in the archaeo logical record .
6.2 Summary of Archaeological Data
From the archaeological analyses presented in the last chapter, it is clear that the
collections are domi nated by Scots Bay chert materials. Of the thrcc sites analyzcd, the
proportion of Scots Bay chert to decli nes sharply as one moves from the quarryzwork shop
at Davidson Cove . As one would expect, Davidson Cove ex hibited 100.0% of the Scots
Bay materials, while 77.0% is represented in the Clam Cove assemblage and only 48.2 %
Generally, the flake size distributi ons at the Davidson Cove site arc indicative of
the initial stagcs of bifacial manufacture. with most falling between Oto 3cm in Icngth
Although flake size distributions were not analyzed for the Clam Covea nd St. Croix
sites. it seems likely that, due to its proximity to Davidson Cove , some initial reduction
also occurred at Clam Cove. From these sites, the material was probably transported as an
unfinished bifacial prefonn s and further reduced at the site of St. Cro ix or another
A variety of different patterns bccomeclearwhen interpreti ng the tool
assemblages at each site. At the Davidson Cove site. the lithic industry clearly points
toward the initial stages of bifacial manufacture. As discussed in the last chapter. many of
the discarded bifaceshad a number of processing errors assoc iated w ithth cirpr oduction.
These point toward a low skill level. an inability to ove rcome impurities within the stone.
or both. Indeed, these factor s are con nected. the knapper likely not having the knowledge
to correct mistakes or compensate for the poor quality of the lithicmat erial.
Some of the most intriguing artifacts from this site are the bipolar corcs and
scrapers. Although considered to havea dua l purposc, thebipolarc ore is knapped in this
way to maximize the material, and as a wedge. Considering the abundance of Scots Bay
bipolar reduction may have been the most efficient, quickly breaking down the material
due to joint s present within the stone. However. if bipolar cores were prod uced to be used
as wedges, what would their purpose be at this location? Concernin g the scrapers. it is
highly unlikely that any do mestic activities were taking place. given the lack of a
habitation compo nent. However. due to the quarry 's proximi ty to other resources in the
area. it is possi ble that these scrapers were used to process someo ther resources. and
were knapped in response to this imm ediat e need (see Brumba ch 1987). Also, it is
possib le that these scrapers were uscdt o maintain other tools, like antler bille ts. or other
objects used in the extract ion and reduction of chert at Davidson Cove.
At thc Clam Cove site, a small numberofbifacia l preform s and proj ect ilepoints
comprised the asse mblage . Th ese preforms did not exhibit any of the manufacturing
erro rs see n in the Davidson Cove co llect ion. Con sidering the proxirnity of Clam Cov e to
Davidson Co ve, the former site possib ly acted as a seasonal camp tow hich, materials
werc transportcd beforc beingt aken elsewhere int her egion . lti s uncl ea r what types of
additional resou rce procu rement activities took place, but the appea rance of one complete
projectile point, a small numb er of bases, two groundstone fishing weights. and a widc
variety of plant remains sugges t that some subsistence activi ties likely occurred here.
St. Cro ix. the farthest site from theq uarry/workshop, had a combination of
preforms and co mpleted projectile points. The appearanceof ma ny unfinished tools
sugges ts that the people inhabiting this site were preparing for the future, whcn trip s to
the quarry would not be possible . Traveling around ther egion,th esegroupswerea ware
of their functio nal needs, and it is clear that they were act ively uti lizing bot h the Scots
Bay and Whit e Rock materia ls.
Th e mixture of these materials is seen within the asse mblage ofb ifaces and
d iagnostic artifacts . Th e preform s appea r to be in the initial stages of reduction,
suggesting that the major ity of too ls probab ly entered the site in an unfin ished state and
were further reduced as needed. Combined with th is is a high proportion of finished
artifacts. Th e presence of bot h unfini shed and finished tools sugges ts that manufacturing
and subsistence activities wcreocc urring atSt. Croix, which is also supported by the
scrapers and informal tools recovered
In a regional sense. I argue that these assemblages reveal distincti nforma tion
regarding site development through raw material usc. Three different site functions arc
apparent: ( I) The lack of diversity at Davidson Cove suggests that this site's primary
function was as a quarry!workshop. Due to the amount of debitage recovered, it isclcar
that this site had a period of prolonged use and was of great practical importance to the
peoples inhabiting this region. Fixed within the landscape,th is outcrop was a reliable and
effectively limitless sourcc of tool stone; (2) The site at Clam Covewas clearly important
given its proximit y to Davidson Cove. lf groups weret ravclingt oth is region to exploit
the reso urces at Davidson Cove for an extended period of time. CIam Cove likely acted
as the habitation component. or at least as a seaso nal camp site. (3) AtS t. Croix, a period
of continual usc also exists. A larger habitation site, SL Cro ix produccd artifucts that
represent advanced planning, such as unfinished preform s. Made from both Scots Bay
and White Rock materials, these preforms suggest that a certain degree of stockpiling was
occurring. These tools were stockpiled at the site until various subsistcnce activitics
6.3 l\to bilitya ndReso urceUse
Considering regional mobilit y in terms of resource usc, it appearsth al prehistoric
people in the reg ion relied on a predictable distributi on of lithie sources. By
understandin g the specific locations at which resources could be procured and the timing
of their availability, mobility patterns could be structured around these eve nts. Regional
land usc reflects a high degree of mobility, with travel dur ing summer and fall months to
utilize as much of the available resources as possible.
In terms of transportation, the location of these sites along the coas t of the Minas
Basin, the Bay of Fundy and other waterways made travel by water ratherthan overland
the most practical. It is clear that most of these sites werees tablished with the various
waterways in mind , allowing for easy access during the key times of resource use. When
considering the quantities of resources that might be brought back to the settlement
locations, using a watercraft of some kind would allow for ease of transportation as
suggested by Blair (20 10) in her examination of raw material procurement. While certain
risks would be involved in transporti ng goods in this manner, itc ertainly would be faster
than travelingo vcr land and would allow for the bulk transporta tion of goods (Blair
Estab lishing large village sites, such as Melanson and St. Croix, along the
waterways which feed into the Minas Basin would have proved esse ntial to this pattern of
regional mobility. This would have also allowed these groups to take advantage of the
been noted that large quantities of Scots Bay materials are present at Melan son (Nash and
Stewart 1991:200). Nash and Stewart (199 1:200) hypothesize thatMcl anson served as a
base camp where flintknappers continued to reduce the blanks/prefonn s brought from
Although there arc chert outcrops at Isle Haute and Cap D'Or , there is little
evidcncc thal lhescareas were heavily used for lithic produclionac tivities. like Davidson
Cove . And,w hile theywere lacking in this sense. groups probably 1ravelled to Isle Haute
to exploit other resources on the island. which is rich in floral resources (Christianson and
Keenlyside 1997). Also, it is possible that Isle Hautc was a stopping point for groups
lraveling 10 other parts of the region. This is implied by the lithicscatters that have been
recorded in associat ion with charcoal and native copper, suggestlng thcrc might havc
been a temporary camp site that provided a place to rest and resharpen lithic tools before
heading on (Christianson and Keenlyside 2000 :8). This is further supported by the fact
that the materials identified in the lithic scatters were from "mainland deposits". further
suggesting only casual reworking on Isle Hautc rathcr than signif cant stone tool
production (Christianson and Keenlyside 2000:8)
Of the known outcrops, Davidson Cove was the most likely one used by the
residenlsof Melanson,be inga ccessible through thewa tersof lhe Minas Basin and Scots
Bay proper (Deal 1989). In terms of subsistence strategies at this location, an addilion0.1
10 process the materials further before transporting them 10 permanent seasonal
ClamCo vei s the availabilityo f clamsa nd various hardwood s,a sw ell as a host of
medicinal and edible plant species, as ident ified by Halwas (2006:97-98)
6.4 SubsistenceS trategiesi n theLa te \Vnodland Perind
Before examining the techno logical organization of the Lute Woodland period in
the Minas Basin , some inferences can be made regarding the subsistence strategies
employed by these groups. In constructing a subsistences trategy, indigcnousg roups
would have had detailed knowledge of what the landscape offered . when it was available,
and the best ways tot ravcl tot hcse locations. While , it is diffi cult to determin e whether
or not the acquisition of some resources. especially lithic raw rnaterials, was the result of
tradcordirect acquisition, it is likely that the same resources wcre exp loited by all, and at
similar times, based on comparable seasonal round s.
Accordin g to other studies examinin g settlement and resourcc use inthi sr egion of
Nova Scoti a (Nash and Stewart 1991, Halwas 2006) ,th c variou seco l ones hadan
abundance of aquatic, faunal and flora resources that have undoub tedlyb eenu sedb y
prehistoric peop les during this time period
Initially proposed by Nash and Stewart (1991 ) to discuss subsistencea t the
Melanson site, and thcn adapted by Halwas (2006) to explain regional subsistence with
the inclusionofClamCove andSt.Croix,t hesee cozones arcu sefulfor interpreting Late
Woodland site distribution . The ecozones that are identifi edcoastallya long the Minas
Basin and Scots Bay include Uplands, River, Botrornlands. Mudflat s, Estuary and Lake
(Figure 6.1). They would have been home to a variety of species and would likely have
drawn larger game to their waters.
Combining this knowledge with the locations of various chert outcropsinthe
landscape, chert procurement practices can be viewed as embedded bchavior. That is to
say, it seems appropriate to consider trips to quarry locations as part of the exploitation of
other resources. This aisos upports the idea that this resource was expioited during the
warmer mont hs, given the unforgiving freeze-thaw on this outcrop coupled with snow
cover. Leblanc (1996: 12 1) suggests the manufacture of blanks and preform s would have
Looking at the location of Davidson Cove in reiation to the ecozones (Figure6 .1),
is it clear that the surrounding mudflats and estuary zones would have been perfect for
takingad vantage of soft shellc1ams and a varietyoffish and mammal species that are
supported by an estuary environment (Halwas 2006:94-95). These tasks cannot be
considered mutually exclusive; having a wide range of were resources readilyava ilablea t
these outcrop locations and were Iikely simuitaneously pursued
Considering the groups living around the Gas pereau Lake outlet during the Late
Woodland period in this way. it is likely that these peop ie aiso took advantage of the
various ecozones in the region. As Laybolt (1999:139) sugges ts. being able to access the
Bay of Fundy by the Gaspereau River, groups could easily exploit the Scots Bay
materials located at Davidson Cove, considering that Gaspereau Lake is onlyl 2 km from

6.5 Tec hnologlcal Or gan b atlen in theI\1 inas Basin
The degree of mobility present among the people of the Minas Basin can be best
understood through their technological organization . While thesc stratcgics are related to
the availability of lith ic raw materials, the lithic industry in thisreg ionwas not
independent of other resources that the Minas Basin yielded. With this in mind. the
following section examines how the archaeologica l evidence can be interprcled usinga
combination of approaches. incorporating the use of Scots Bay material into a larger
system of resource expioilation
As with most hunter -gatherer cultures. seasonal change would have been the
greatest factordct crminin g movcmcnt and resource use in the Minas Basin .
This is not to say that technological organization is based on purely determin istic factors.
but these types of activities durin g the winter months would have been quite challenging.
cxpcnding largea mountso f timea ndenergy. Ifweadopt thc" time-stress" modcl
proposed by Torr ence (1983), itca n be hypothesizcd that groups wouIdh ave maximized
the benefits from their trips around the region, util izing multipl e resources on each part of
the seasonal round . Thet cchnol ogical organization of these peopic dur ing thc Late
Woodland period can this be considered in terms of availability of a variety of rcsourccs
What then can be said about how raw material avai lability figures into these types
of strategies? As with anyo therr esource, lithicscan be considered vital to subsistence,
exploiting this resource in a strategic manner. As discussed in Chaptcr L this typc of
technological organization is referred to as curation. While Ib elieve that this is the main
orga nizalionala pproache mployed, fw oulda rguc lhat indigenousc ulturesa lso
considered expedience when exploiting the Scots Bay materiaL Consideri ng factors
presented by the environment and the individual choices made by these groups of people,
neither curation nor expediency alone is sufficient for undcrsrunding the acquisition and
prod uction of lithic raw materials. As proposed by Nelson (199 t :64)• these strategies
should be considered linked, especia lty with respec t to transport ation of mutcriuls and
mobility through the landscape. I would argue that this was the case in the Minas Basin
region. It is clear that, given the frequency of mater ials from Davidson Cove that exist at
some sites, both curation and expediency were influences on the Iithic procurement
As such, the lithic industry for this region can be described as primarily gearcd
towardbifacialprodu ction . lnt his case, ahi ghd egreeo f mobilityi s likely, involving
unfinished tools/preforms leaving the quarry/workshop site at Davidson Covc. bcing
transported to other sites in the region and being comp leted at the habitation locations
This type of behavior can be viewed as curation. By transportin g lithic materials in this
fonn ,i ti s likcly that some sort of stockp ilingw aso ccurring at theSt. Croix and
From the point that the material leaves the quarry/workshop site and is stored at
expediency. While stockpiling shows planning. this stockpile wou ld be utilized in times
of need, manufacturing an implement when the situation called for it, thus in an expedient
Though the modcl of curati on/expcdiencebchaviours presented abovei sju st onc
example. it highlights the complexiticso f tcchnologica l organization in this rcgion and
beyond. Human choice combin ed with socio-eco nomic factors compl icate the matter. It is
therefore important to considerthcse activities alongside the social factors that drive ruw
material procurem ent and production . While these assemblages can reveal much
regarding technological organization. I believe they can reveal even morc aboutthc
groups of peop le that travelled to these areas.
6.6 Qu arr ies and Craf t Learnin g ill the Minas Basin
Recently. a body of work has begun to be developed in the archaeological
community concern ing the reconstruction of human lifc through the intcrp retation ofp ast
popu!ations.attcmptingtoaccuratc!y p0l1ray gcndcr(Ru tt!c20 10:64-65) . By examining
archaeological data with socie tal roles in mind. a broaderappreciat ion of these groups as
a whole and their activi ties can bcp rovided. In this vein. many studies have attempted 10
addrcss these interpretativeissues byexaminingcra ft learning thro ugh novice lithic
workman ship (sec Bamforth and f'inlay 2008; Finlay 1997; Shcllcy 1990). The
quarry/workshop siteat DavidsonCovc. giventhcprcscnceof low-skill preform s and the
dcbitagcrc sultin gfromtheirproouction , canbe gintoaddressth cse social re1ationshipsin
the Minas Basin . and how they affec ted technological organization and resource use.
Often considered "invi sible", women and children are rarely considered in the
archaeological record (Conkey 2003:869) . In analyses of subsistence strategies and
mobilit y based on stone material culture. these groups ofpcople arc virtuallyn on-
existent. Although we can draw some inspiration through recent studics related to the
presence of children on archaeological sites (see Finlay 1997; Kamp I997; 200 1; Ruttlc
2010), I believe it would be a misguided assumption to use the terms 'child'or'children'
in discussing lithic technological practices. While we may perceivc chi ldren in one
manner, other communities may view what constitutes a 'child' differently (Hogberg
2008:113). While relevant, l am not suggesting that a particular gender or genders
participated in the lithic procurement and production practices of thc region, butin stead
that novices were present during trips to the quarry/workshop .
By understanding the needs of the novice, we first have to understand what would
have been considered an optimal place for learning. As Bamfonh and Finlay (2008)
propose, a quarry site may have been the perfect location, providinga bundant
opportunities far novices to practice their craft (Figure 6.2). If we view the site of
Davidson Cove in this way, it is easy to assume that novices travelied with experts to the
quarry/workshop site during the optimal months for resource acquisition. lf we view lrips
to the quarry as an embedded activity. we can also consider learning to havc beena n
embedded activity. In this sense. seasonality would have affectcd learning, espec ial!y for
novices who were new to the art of craft-learning. In a society that manages risk by
stockpiling preforms far times of need, practicing at the habitation sites with these
unfinished tools would be unlikely.
The presence of low-skill and high-skill bifacial preforms in the assemblage from
Davidson Cove, adds an interesting dimension to the analysis of subsistence strategies
and resource usc. It is clear that both novices and experts were travcling to these
location s, both for the practic al purpo se of supplying the habitation site with lithic raw
material and oth er resour ces, but also for teachin g novices about bot h the mechanics of
stone tool produ ction and the landscape as a whole. It is d ifti cult to assess what a
novice ' s eco nomic contribution wou ld have been, but I argue that the acquisition of skills
that would be valuable in the future can be considered contribution enough. Thi s type of
knowled ge transmission . related to the location of resources. how best toacq uirc them
and at what time, would have benefit ed the socie ty as a whole.
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Figure 6.2 Poss ible relati onsh ip between raw mat erial avai labillty an d lea rni ng
opportunities (adapted from Bumforth and Finlay 2008:18)
Contributing to work relat ed to novice lithic workmanship, Shelley ( 1990) and
Bamf ort h and Fin lay (2008) have ident ified variousa rchae olog icals ignaturesw hich
rciateto ski ll (Figure 6.3) .Th esem ainlyr elatct o aninabilit yt oovercom en awsinthe
material. [f we examine the preform s from Davidson Cove, some of the classic symptoms
of novice workmanship exist. in that many had an exaggerated midsectionca using
stacked steps. This often causes stacked step fractures on the face of the objective piece.
as a result of misplaced blows. Combined with battering on the surface of the artifact .
part icu larly around the areas where the Ilintknapper continu all y attempted (and failed ) to
remove the same flake from the same location. these stacked step fractures arc visible
indicators of poor knapp ing skills.
In terms oft hed cbitage prod uced by a novice Ilintknapper, Shelley ( 1990) found
that higher rates of step and hinge term inations were produced by novices than experts
This is presumably a symptom of striking flakes from the objective piece incorrectly.
Although these techniques can sometimes be intentional in lithic reduction. in this case a
novice is not able toj udge the amount of force needed to remove a flakcccithcr applying
not enough force. causing step or hinge termi nations. or app lying too much force and
causinga olitrepasse (plunging termination)( Shellcy I990; MiInc 2005). If we refer back
to Table 5.5. this is the case at Davidson Cove. whiehc xhibitsa higher frequency of
hinge and step term inations than the other sites examined
Considering other artifacts at Davidson Cove with the novice in mind. also sheds
light on the purpose of bipolar cores and scrapers. While a novice may fail at the
production of a bifacial form. practicing other shapes would likely have becnc ncouraged.
Being fairly easy to make. scrapers would have helped a novice hone skills related to
sharpening and rejuvenation. Clearly, this hypothesis would rcquire more testing. as it
would have analytic consequences (i.e.• no usc wear). A similarca secan be made for
bipolar cores . in that a wide range of techniques would have been part ofa novicc 's
education . and practiced in a location where the materials were plentifu!.
Examining the absence of the high qua lity Scots Bay cha lcedony from the
quarry/workshop assem blage. it can be inferred why it appears at Clam Cove and SI.
Cro ix, but not at Davidson Cove . It is highly probab le that during expcditions to the
quarry/ workshop. the smaller. likely more sought afterc halccdo nieswe re transpo rted
away from Davidson Cove for processing . Being a higher quality malerial. native
nintkn appcrs would want to utilize as much of it as possible and would not want to risk
any unnecessary waste. Allowing novice flintknappcrs to practice ont he Scots Bay chcrts
rathcrth anth c 'purer' chalcedonies likely taught them about the mechanics of stonc
reduction and how to ovcrcornc flaws, since it is such a poor qua lity material. A novice
may have had to prove their skill with this material before being allowcd to process
anything ofa higher quality.
By understanding the assemblages at these sites and how craft -lcarn ing was
conducted in terms of resource usc and technological organizat ion• wccan begin to
reconstruct the populations that visited thcsep laccs to cxplo itth c availabler esources
Lithic artifacts might be the best way to do this. As the mostdurablc materials to survive
in thc archaeological record. analysis can begin with stone tool production before
branching into other areas of craft specia lization. It is my hope that through the analysi s
of the locations of chcrt outcrops. the quality of materia ls Ihat exist at thcse sites and the
variousecozones that they wereapartof, weca nbc ttcr unders tandnoton lyrcgional
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Figure 6.3 Ran ge and cor relat es of skill from nov ice to exper-t(adaptcd from Bamforth and
Fin lay 2008: 17)
In this thesis, I have presented detailed information on the study area,d escribing
the import ance of the geological formation at Davidson Covc and in what forms thosc
materials arefoundwi thin multiple collections. lt isc1earthat there is a wealth of
information to be gained from lithic quarry and workshop locations, Providing a glirnpse
into the organization of stonc toolt echno!ogy andh ow thc tool forms created contribute
to our ove rall understandi ng of the study area (Burke 2007:75). The data gained from the
bifaccs, tlakcs, scrapers, bipolar cores and other stone tools can also be used to generate
hypotheses regarding who came to the quarry and why.
Clear ly. Davidson Cove was an established location within the Iandscape andhad
great practical importance in terrns of techno logical organization . At its most basic level.
the quarry provided the lithic materialsc sscntial to the survival 0 fthe culture ; however. I
would argue that this place also provided the appropriatca tmos phere to educate the next
generation. while partak ing in the expcr ience of the seasonal round and learnin g the
embcddcd bchaviors that werea parto f it. lf wc combinc thea rchaeolog ical evidcnce.
resource zones andl ocation sofknown sitcs. lbcli cvethatboth are gional settlemcnt
network can be reconstructed, but also a morc subtle "knowledge network v. Slncc groups
traveli ng to this area were likely compo sed of both expert s and novicescit is possible that
thcqu arry!worksho p site at Davidson Covc was jus t one stop in thcir educationa l training
around the vast landscape and abundant watcrs of thc Minas Basin.
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